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Abstract
In this thesis, the design and control of a wind farm utilizing series-connected wind
turbines with a DC output has been evaluated. The advantage is that a suitable DC voltage
level, appropriate for transmission of the generated power directly, without using a large
centralized DC/DC converter, can be obtained. This is achieved by series-connecting a
number of wind turbines. In addition, the energy production using various wind turbines
and wind park layouts have been investigated. Furthermore, the energy production costs
have been determined. Finally, the limiting factors for the installation of smaller wind
parks have been evaluated. For instance, when dynamic power pulsations have to be con-
sidered, from a power quality point of view, when a wind energy installation is to be
connected to the grid.
The results found are that the uneven power production from the individual wind tur-
bines creates design as well as control difficulties for the wind farm with series-connected
wind turbines. A control scheme for the wind turbines is proposed and investigated in this
thesis. It is found that the proposed control scheme manages to safely operate the wind
farm, even when large deviations in the individual power production of the turbines exist.
A down-scaled prototype has been built, representing one wind turbine unit, and the base
current control ability was verified experimentally.
Moreover, it is found that it is necessary to design the individual wind turbine con-
verters for a voltage level of about 35 % higher than the nominal voltage. Otherwise there
will be a substantial energy loss due to the uneven power production from the individual
wind turbines that occurs in actual installation.
In addition, it is found that the series dc wind park has a good economical potential,
since it eliminates the need for an offshore platform in the wind park.
Finally, the electrical limiting factors for the installation of wind farms is determined
using field experimental data. For instance, it is shown that for a wind park of about
10 wind turbines, the power pulsations are ”smoothened” sufficiently so that the flicker
emission never will be the limiting factor, even for fixed-speed turbines, when a wind
energy installation is connected to a network. Worth mentioning is that it was found that
the summation formula for flicker given in IEC 61400-21 can give a flicker prediction that
is too low.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
In Europe today (2006) there is a concern about the greenhouse effect and investments are
done to decrease it. One part of this is to create a more CO2 neutral society. For the energy
sector this has lead to that more investments are done in renewable energy sources, such
as wind power, biomass, ... and solar. Wind energy installations have gone from being
small units erected one by one to larger units erected in groups. Today wind farms up to
a size of 160 MW have been built and several plans of 1000 MW-parks exist [2]. These
larger wind parks are mainly considered to be located out in the sea, preferably at such a
distance out in the sea that they cannot be observed from the shore [35]. In Fig. 1.1 some
plans for offshore wind farms in the baltic sea are shown. Another advantage of selecting
an offshore site is that the average wind speed is usually higher than onshore. Drawbacks
with offshore sites are that the accessibility to the wind park is lower then onshore, all
equipment must be adapted for the offshore environment and the distance from the wind
park to the connection point to the grid is usually longer than for an onshore site.
In order for the wind parks to be economically reasonable it is important to keep the
energy production cost down. This can be done by having a site with high average wind
speed, a wind park layout that fits the site and to keep the number of operation hours high.
Another aspect, mainly of importance for smaller wind parks is to not violate any power
quality issues at the point of common connection.
For the largest wind parks it is a problem to find a suitable grid connection point, which
is strong enough to handle the generated power from the parks. This leads to that, in many
cases, the distance between the grid connection point and the wind farm is so long that a
DC-transmission may become more favorable than a conventional AC-transmission [3].
Today all offshore wind farms that have been built uses an AC-transmission [3]. The
largest so far are the Nysted and Horns Ref offshore wind farms in Denmark. Both of
these wind farms use an offshore transformer station to raise the voltage from the wind
turbines (33-36 kV) to 132-150 kV for transmission to shore. The proposed layouts for
1
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the electrical system for wind farms in the literature also have such an offshore platform
[9, 11, 26]. Offshore transformer stations are rather complex and include large support
structures and are thus costly [3]. If the offshore transformer station can be avoided, the
cost can accordingly be reduced.
In [34, 58] a solution is proposed which eliminates the offshore platform by connect-
ing wind turbines in series and using DC voltage as the output of the turbines. In this way
it is possible to obtain the desired transmission voltage directly without a large centralized
DC/DC converter. This solution together with some of the wind farm layouts discussed
in for instance [9, 35] are investigated with respect to energy production and energy pro-
duction cost in [30]. A key result of that study is that a wind farm layout utilizing series-
connected wind turbines with a DC voltage output has a very promising energy production
cost, if the transmission distance is above 20 km. Although the series-connected DC wind
farm is an interesting solution from an economic point of view, it has not been investi-
gated dynamically using transistor/IGBT techniques yet. The system investigated in [58]
is based on thyristor technic and in [34] only the layout and the steady-state behavior of
the series-connected wind farm are investigated.
2
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Kriegers Flak, DK
Kriegers Flak 2, SE
Kriegers Flak 1, DE
Figure 1.1: Planed offshore wind farms in the Baltic sea. Courtesy of Peter Christensen
and and Niels Andersen, (NVE, Denmark 2003)
Name Rated power Country
Nysted (built) 160 MW Danmark
Lillgrund 150 MW Sverige
Kriegers Flak 1 340 MW Tyskland
Kriegers Flak 2 640 MW Sverige
Kriegers Flak 3 300 MW Danmark
Sky 2000 150 MW Tyskland
Westl.Ostsee 150 MW Tyskland
Beltsee 415 MW Tyskland
Pommersche Bucht 1000 MW Tyskland
Arkona Becken 945 MW Tyskland
Adlersgrund 790 MW Tyskland
Baltic 1 50 MW Tyskland
MVP 40 MW Tyskland
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1.2 Review of related Research
Wind park design studies have been presented in several papers, for instance [3, 24, 26,
35, 45, 47, 49, 61]. The most detailed study was made by Bauer, Haan, Meyl and Pierik
[9]. In [34] some interesting DC solutions for offshore wind parks are presented and
especially the proposal of a wind park with wind turbines connected in series, is of great
interest. The energy production of various wind parks is calculated in [35, 43, 50], and
in [24,35,48,50,53] the estimated cost of the produced electric energy is presented. In [8]
the economics of some offshore wind farms that are built and are planned to be built, are
presented.
Of importance when determining the energy capture of a wind turbine is to have de-
tailed blade data as well as detailed loss models of components. Relevant blade data is
not trivial to obtain, however previous authors have used the following method: By not
revealing the origin of the blade description, it is possible to obtain such data. Generator
loss models has for instance been presented in [20, 48], gear-box losses have been found
in [20]. However, available loss models of existing high power DC/DC-converters are
very crude.
Cost data is another large problem area. Here the same principle seems to be dominant:
Data can be obtained providing that the sources are not revealed. However, in [12, 36, 42,
50, 53] valuable cost information is given which can be utilized.
Energy capture calculations of wind turbine systems and wind farms is a subject in
which it is possible to find much information in the literature. However, detailed compar-
isons between different electric generating systems for wind turbines are not so common.
As a part of the present work, article [40] was published where a detailed comparison
between electric generating systems for wind turbines was studied.
Regarding the power quality impact on the grid by wind turbines there exists a large
number of papers. Of special interest for this work are [39, 52] where the impact of X/R
is discussed and [51, 52] where the summing up of power pulsations was investigated.
Papers investigating DC/DC also for higher powers are starting to emerge. Of special
interest for this work are the DC/DC converters studied in [14].
1.3 Purpose of the thesis and Contributions
The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate the wind park with series connected wind
turbines with a DC output and to find a possible control scheme. The ”core” investigation
is made in the end of the thesis, and the contributions from this part are: The dynamic
investigation of the system, the requirements on the wind turbine system, the developed
control scheme for the wind turbine in normal operation as well as operation using a
proposed over voltage limiter.
An additional goal was to investigate the energy production cost of various wind park
4
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layouts, based on energy efficiency calculations and cost estimations. The contributions
from these studies are the energy efficiency of different wind turbine systems and of dif-
ferent wind park layouts. Also, from an energy production cost point of view, when the
different investigated wind park layouts are to prefer and what parameters that are influ-
encing the energy production cost.
An initial goal, of interest for smaller parks, in particular parks equipped with fixed
speed turbines, was to investigate the impact of wind turbine type, number of turbines and
properties of the receiving grid on the power quality. The electrical grid limitations have
been investigated for different types of fixed speed wind turbines. The contributions from
these studies are knowledge about how the flicker emission is depending on the type of
wind turbine, the receiving grid and number of turbines, as well as suggesting electrical
limiting factors for small wind farms.
1.4 Publications
Apart from the Licentiate thesis [32] and a technical report [33], the publications origi-
nating from this project are:
I A. Petersson, S. Lundberg and T. Thiringer, “A DFIG Wind-turbine Ride-Through
System Influence on the Energy Production,” Wind Energy, vol. 8, issue 3, pp. 251-
263, July/September 2005.
II A. Petersson and S. Lundberg, “Energy Efficiency Comparison of Electrical Sys-
tems for Wind Turbines,” Nordic Workshop on Power and Industrial Electronics
(NORpie´2002), Stockholm, Sweden, August 12-14, 2002, CD-ROM.
III S. Lundberg, T. Petru and T. Thiringer, “Electrical limiting factors for wind energy
installations in weak grids,” International Journal of Renewable Energy Engineer-
ing, vol. 3, no. 2, pp. 305 - 310, August, 2001.
IV T. Thiringer, T. Petru and S. Lundberg, “Flicker Contribution from Wind Turbine
Installations,” IEEE Transactions on Energy Conversion, vol. 19, no. 1, pp. 157-163,
March 2004.
V S. Lundberg, “Evaluation of wind farm layouts,” EPE Journal, vol. 16, no. 1, pp.
14-21, February 2006.
VI O. Carlsson and S. Lundberg, “Integration of Wind Power by DC-Power Systems,”
PowerTech Conference, St. Petersburg, Russia, June 2005, Panel session paper.
VII L. Max and S. Lundberg, “System efficiency of a DC/DC converter based wind
turbine grid system,” Nordic Wind Energy Conference, Espoo, Finland, 22-23 May,
2006.
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Paper I-VII are found in Appendix B of this thesis. The conference publications below,
(VIII, IX), has after the conference been published in journals, (V, I) respectively, and
therefore are they not included in this thesis:
VIII S. Lundberg, “Evaluation of wind farm layouts,” 2004 Nordic Workshop on Power
and Industrial Electronics (NORpie 2004), Trondheim, Norway, 14-16 June, 2004.
IX A. Petersson, S. Lundberg, T. Thiringer, “A DFIG Wind-turbine Ride-Through Sys-
tem Influence on the Energy Production,” Nordic Wind Energy Conference, Go¨teborg,
Sweden, March 1-2, 2004.
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Wind Energy Conversion Systems
(WELS), operational behavior, energy
capture and power quality impact
2.1 Short about aerodynamic energy conversion of wind
turbines
2.1.1 Wind speed distribution
The wind speed can be treated as a continuous random variable. The probability that a
given wind speed shall occur can be described with a density function. There are several
density functions that can be used to describe how the wind speed is distributed. The two
most common are the Weibull and the Rayleigh functions. The Rayleigh distribution, or
chi-2 distribution, is a subset of the Weibull distribution and is described by [25]
f(ws) =
k
c
(ws
c
)k−1
e−(ws/c)
k (2.1)
where:
f(ws) Probability density
ws Wind speed > 0 [m/s]
k Shape parameter > 0
c Scale parameter > 0
Comparisons with measured wind speeds over the world show that the wind speed can
be reasonably well described by the Weibull density function if the time period is not too
short. Periods of several weeks to a year or more are usually reasonably well described
by the Weibull distribution, but for shorter time periods the agrement is not so good [25].
The mean wind speed can be calculated using the equation for calculating the expectation
7
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value of a continuous random variable, which gives
ws,mean =
∞∫
0
wsf(ws)dws =
c
k
Γ(
1
k
) (2.2)
where Γ is Euler’s gamma function
Γ(z) =
∞∫
0
tz−1e−tdt. (2.3)
If the shape parameter, k, is equal to 2 the Weibull distribution is equal to the Rayleigh
distribution. The advantage of the Rayleigh function is that it only depends on the scale
parameter c, which is dependent only on the mean wind speed. The scale parameter can
be calculated for a given mean wind speed as
c =
2√
pi
ws,mean for k = 2, Γ(
1
2
) =
√
pi. (2.4)
In Fig. 2.1 the Rayleigh distribution function is shown for different mean wind speeds.
Mean wind speeds of 5.4 m/s and 7.2 m/s correspond to a medium and high wind site
0 5 10 15 20 25
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
Wind speed [m/s]
Pr
ob
ab
ili
ty
 d
en
sit
y
Figure 2.1: Rayleigh distribution function for different mean wind speeds. Solid 5 m/s,
dashed 6 m/s, dotted 8 m/s and grey 10 m/s.
in Sweden, according to [55], and an average wind speed of 9.7 m/s is found at Horns
Rev [16]. The Rayleigh distribution is used in this work to describe the distribution of the
wind speed.
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2.1.2 Operating principle of a wind turbine
A wind turbine consists of a tower, a nacelle and a rotor. The rotor converts wind energy to
mechanical energy. In the hub, the drive train is located. In the drive train, the mechanical
energy is converted into electrical energy. The drive train consists of one or several shafts,
generator and usually a gear-box.
A wind turbine has a specific rating at which it reaches its maximum power. Sizes year
2006 are up to 6 MW. The rated power level is reached at a wind speed of 12-15 m/s, and
the wind speed when the rated power is reached is referred to as rated wind speed. Below
rated wind speed the turbine tries to capture as much energy as possible from the wind.
Below 3-4 m/s there is so little energy available in the wind so the turbine stops. At wind
speeds above rated, the operation principle is different. The wind turbine rotor must now
limit the incoming power to the rated shaft power. This is done by utilizing the blades.
Either the blades are turned out of the wind, pitch control, or the blades are designed in
such a way that the flow becomes disturbed and the blades loose their efficiency, stall
control.
As mention before, the rotor blades convert some of the kinetic energy of the wind to
mechanical energy which is transmitted to the rotor shaft. The efficiency of this conver-
sion depends on several factors such as blade profiles, pitch angle, tip speed ratio and air
density. The pitch angle, β, is the angle of the blades towards the rotational plane. If the
pitch angle is low, the blades are almost perpendicular to the wind and if the pitch angle
is high (near 90 degrees) the blades are almost in parallel with the hub direction. The tip
speed ratio, λ, is the ratio between the tip speed of the blades and the wind speed, (2.6).
The conversion from wind speed to mechanical power can in steady state be described
by [25]
Pmec =
piρw3s
(
Dr
2
)2
2
Cp(λ, β) (2.5)
λ =
ωtDr
2ws
. (2.6)
Where:
Dr rotor diameter [m]
ωt turbine rotor speed [rad/s]
ρ air density = 1.225 [kg/m3]
ws wind speed [m/s]
λ tip speed ratio
β pitch angle
Cp(λ, β) aerodynamic efficiency
In Fig. 2.2, the mechanical power and the aerodynamic efficiency for the blade profile
used in this report are shown for different pitch angles and for a fixed rotor speed.
9
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Figure 2.2: The mechanical power as function of wind speed and pitch angle for a fixed
rotor speed, left plot, and the aerodynamic efficiency as function of λ and pitch angle,
right plot.
Stall control
From Fig. 2.2 it can be noted that if the pitch angle is kept at 0o the turbine automatically
limits the output power to a maximum of 1.2 p.u., for −1o the power is limited to a
maximum of 1.0 pu using the same rotor speed in the whole wind speed interval. As can
be noted, the power reaches a maximum around 15 m/s and then decreases for higher
wind speeds.
Stall control in combination with fixed speed was the dominating concept for wind
turbines earlier. The reason is, of course, that it is cheaper to have blades that do not
need a pitching mechanism. Moreover, power electronic equipment was too expensive
earlier and therefore induction generators connected to the grid without power electronic
equipment were the preferred choice to be used.
However, for MW size turbines, stall control has been considered to be unfeasible.
One important reason is the emergency breaking of the turbine. If the blades can not be
turned, the turbine must have a very large brake on the primary shaft. But if turnable
blades are used, and in particular if each blade has its own emergency pitching system,
this can replace the large main shaft brake. On the other hand, if pitch control is used, it
is sufficient to have a much smaller mechanical parking brake, in addition to the breaking
10
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system made up by the pitching of the blades.
Active stall control
If a pitching mechanism is available, a possibility is to slightly modify the pitch angle at
high wind speeds also for turbines without a power electronic converter. When the wind
speed is 15m/s, a pitch angle of −1o is used, while for 25 m/s the used angle is around
0o. In this way, the power level is kept at the rated value in the whole high wind speed
region. In addition, the benefits of using a smaller brake and also a facilitated starting and
emergency stopping is obtained.
Pitch control
Another way of obtaining a constant power level at high wind speeds is to turn the blades
out of the wind, i.e. to increase the pitch angle. At 12 m/s a pitch angle of 0o is used, at
17 m/s 15o and at 24 m/s and angle of 25o is used, according to Fig. 2.2. The advantage of
using pitch control instead of active stall control is that the thrust force (pressure on the
turbine disc) is lower.
2.1.3 Dynamic aspects of aerodynamic power control
If fixed rotor speed is used, there is a large drawback with using pitch control: there
will be large power variations at high wind speeds. Let us consider the following case:
the turbine is operating at 13 m/s with a pitch angle of 6o. The power is now 1 pu. The
wind speed increases rapidly to 15 m/s and suddenly the power level is now 1.3 pu. The
pitch controller has to increase the pitch angle to 10o and the power error is eliminated.
However, if a new wind speed change occurs, a new power pulsation is created. As can
be noted from Fig. 2.2, this situation does not occur when using stall control. If we have
a pitch angle of −1o, we can note that wind speed changes in the high wind speed area
lead to very small power variations. This has led to that fixed-speed turbines are almost
all stall-controlled, either passive or active.
However, if the rotor speed can be varied, pitch control becomes much more favorable.
In this case the incoming power fluctuations can instead be taken up by changing the
amount of energy stored in the rotor, i.e. by adjusting the rotor speed. The wind turbine
rotor thus acts as an active low-pass filter for power fluctuations. Variable rotor speed can
of course also be used in combination with stall or active stall, but the advantage of using
pitch control is, as mentioned, that the thrust force is lowered. This has led to that almost
all variable-speed turbines are pitch regulated.
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2.1.4 Variable speed wind turbines
As can be noted from Fig. 2.2, right plot, the maximum efficiency of the investigated
turbine occurs at λ equal to 9. For the fixed-speed turbine λ is higher than 9 for lower
wind speeds and, accordingly, the efficiency of the fixed-speed rotor is lower than opti-
mal at lower wind speeds. For the variable-speed turbine, it is possible to maximize the
mechanical power by using a variable rotational speed of the wind turbine. This means
that the pitch angle is kept constant at low wind speeds, zero in this case, and the rota-
tional speed of the turbine is adjusted according to the actual wind speed so that λ always
equals 9. This means that the turbine will work at the maximum efficiency which gives
the maximum mechanical output power of the turbine, in the low wind speed region.
It should be kept in mind that the energy benefit is not the main reason for using vari-
able speed. The main advantage is the reduced stresses on the turbine, due to the variable
speed operation. Also the fact that variable-speed turbines are capable of controlling the
reactive power is an important reason for selecting a variable-speed turbine.
The upper rotational speed is limited by the mechanical stresses on the blades and the
noise level, high speed results in large stresses on the blades and high noise levels [27].
In [44] it is stated that for a 1.5 MW wind turbines the rotor diameter is approximately
64 to 66 m and the rotational speed at rated wind speed is approximately 19 to 23.5 rpm.
Corresponding data for a 2 MW wind turbine are: 80 m rotor diameter and max rotor
speed 19 rpm. For the 2 MW wind turbines in this work the rotor diameter is set to 80 m
and the rotational speed at rated wind speed is set to 19 rpm.
Today, two variable speed systems with different electrical generator systems are com-
mon: full range variable speed or limited speed range system. Both systems have the same
upper speed limit due to the noise level and mechanical stresses. It should be pointed out
that the upper rotor speed limit is an average limit. Shortly the speed is allowed to be
above the limit in order to reduce the mechanical stresses due to the power fluctuations
originating from the wind speed variations. The full range variable speed system has no
lower speed limit, the rotational speed is controlled so that λ equals 9 also at the lowest
wind speeds. The purpose is, as mentioned, to have the highest efficiency of the wind tur-
bine in the low wind speed region. In the limited speed range case there is a lower average
speed limit apart from the upper one. Normally for the limited speed range systems the
speed band is ±30% from synchronous speed [21].
2.2 Fix speed wind turbine
The fix speed wind turbine was earlier the most commonly used wind turbine system. This
depends on that it has a very robust design with few components. The system is presented
in Fig. 2.3. The weakest component is the gearbox, which has to take up a substantial
amount of stress due to torque pulsations. This is due to the fact that the turbine has an
12
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Gear
AM
AM
Figure 2.3: Principal scheme of the 2 MW fix speed turbine, with two generators.
almost fixed speed and can store very little energy from the incoming power pulsations.
These pulsations are also seen in the output power from a fix speed wind turbine and they
cause fast voltage fluctuations on the grid [4, 31, 41].
The efficiency of the fix speed turbine can be increased by having two different gen-
erators, denoted AG in the figure above, one larger and one smaller. The small generator
has a lower rotational speed and is used at low wind speeds in order to increase the aero-
dynamical as well as the generator efficiency of the turbine (operation close to the ideal λ
at low wind speeds and reduced iron losses). At higher wind speeds, the larger generator
is used. In Fig. 2.4 the active and reactive powers for this system are shown, solid and
dashed line, respectively. The switch over point between the generators in this work can
be noticed in Fig. 2.4 as the knee of the solid line at 6.7 m/s. The dotted line in Fig. 2.4
shows the output power from the wind turbine if the large generator had been used also
for low wind speeds. By comparing the dotted line with the solid line for low wind speeds,
the increase in efficiency by having two different generators can clearly be noticed. Due
to this increase in efficiency, the two generator system is the only one considered in this
work.
As mention before, the generator used at low wind speeds has a lower rated power
then the generator used for high wind speeds. Due to the lower rated power, the generator
no-load losses of the system are lower, and accordingly the total generator losses can
be reduced at low wind speeds. This can be noticed in Fig. 2.5 where the losses of the
2 MW fix speed wind turbine is shown. The switch between the different generators can
be noticed as the step at 6.7 m/s in the losses for the generator (black dashed line). The
dashed grey line shows the generator losses of the large generator, if it would have been
used for low wind speeds also. By comparing the grey and the black dashed line for low
wind speeds it is noticed that an improvement of the generator efficiency by approximately
0.9 % at low wind speeds is obtained by having two different generators. In addition to the
reduced losses at low wind speeds, there is also, as mentioned earlier, a gain in captured
energy by the wind turbine rotor.
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Figure 2.4: The produced active power to the grid is shown (solid) and the reactive power
drawn from the grid (dashed) for the 2 MW fix speed turbine. Dotted line shows the output
power from the wind turbine if the large generator is used for low wind speed also.
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Figure 2.5: The losses for the turbine, solid transformer losses, black dashed generator
losses and dotted gearbox losses. Grey dashed line shows the losses of the large generator
if it would have been used at low wind speeds also.
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2.3 Limited speed range wind turbine
A popular wind turbine system during recent years has been the semi variable speed wind
turbine configuration [21]. The key component in this system is an asynchronous gen-
erator with a wound rotor and slip rings, also called Doubly-Feed Induction Generator
(DFIG). The converter is connected to the rotor circuit via the slip rings and the stator
circuit is connected directly to the transformer, as can be seen in Fig. 2.6.
AM
Gear
AC
AC
∆Y/
Figure 2.6: Principal scheme of the 2 MW semi variable speed wind turbine.
This system can be optimized to produce maximum energy by choosing the speed
range and the stator to rotor winding ratio appropriately [40]. The speed range around
synchronous speed is approximately equal to the power through the converter. A common
speed range is±30 % from synchronous speed [21], which gives that the maximum power
through the converter is 30 % of the rated power [40]. The fact that only a part of the power
goes through the converter is the main advantage of this system, which gives a smaller
converter (cheaper) and also lower losses.
In [40] it is shown that if the stator of the generator is connected in Y for low wind
speeds and in ∆ for high wind speeds the energy production can be increased by up to
1.2 %. The Y∆ switch is shown in Fig. 2.6. This way of increasing the energy production
of the DFIG system is used in this work as standard for the DFIG system.
In Fig. 2.7 the losses of the semi variable speed wind turbine are shown. The switch
from Y to ∆ connection of the stator is seen at 8.7 m/s as a step in the losses of the
converter (grey line). If only the efficiency of the generator is studied it can be noticed
that the losses of the DFIG is lower at rated power compared to the fix speed system
in Fig. 2.5. This is mainly due to that the losses in the stator winding is lower, due to
that 30 % of the power is taken out through the rotor and therefore the stator current is
approximately 30 % lower.
The asynchronous generator can be magnetized through the rotor and in this way there
is a possibility, if desired, to only exchange active power between the stator and the grid.
In addition, the converter side connected to the transformer can also be used to generate
or consume reactive power. This leads to that the semi variable wind turbine can produce
power with a power factor equal to one in the whole wind speed region.
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Figure 2.7: The losses of the 2 MW semi variable speed wind turbine. Solid transformer
losses, dashed generator losses, dotted gearbox losses and grey converter losses.
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2.4 Full range variable speed wind turbines
2.4.1 Classical AC output system
The ”full variable speed” wind turbines in this work uses a full power converter connected
between the stator of the generator and the wind turbine transformer, as shown in Fig. 2.8.
For the full variable speed systems, the reactive power to the grid is fully controllable
using the converter.
In this work, two types of generators are used: an asynchronous generator and a low
speed multi-pole synchronous generator. Today the system with the low speed synchro-
AM
Gear
AC
AC
PM
AC
AC
Figure 2.8: Principal schemes of the 2 MW full variable speed turbine, top with asynchro-
nous generator and bottom with permanently magnetized generator.
nous generator is by far the most common one of the two. The reason for this is that this
system does not need a gearbox, which is a quite sensitive component, as mention before.
If a permanently magnetized directly driven machine is used, a drawback is that this gen-
erator requires much more reactive power at rated power then the asynchronous generator.
If an electrically magnetized generator is used, the reactive power is not a problem, since
it can be produced internally using the field winding.
Accordingly, if the generator is permanently magnetized, the reactive power needed
by the generator at high loads (high wind speeds) must be produced externally in order
to have a good utilization of the generator [19]. This gives problems if a diode rectifier is
connected to the generator. For this case some kind of reactive power compensation must
be used: as an example, capacitors on the AC side can be used. In this work it is assumed
that the permanently and the electrically magnetized generator performs equally from an
energy production point of view, so, only the permanently magnetized generator system
is chosen to be investigated in this work.
In Fig. 2.9, the losses of the variable speed wind turbine with an asynchronous gen-
erator are shown. If Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.5 are compared, it is noticed that the generator
losses, at low wind speeds, for the variable speed wind turbine is almost the same as for
the small generator used in the fix speed turbine. This is due to that in the full variable
speed system, the voltage and the frequency to the generator is fully controllable by the
18
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Figure 2.9: The losses of the 2 MW full variable speed turbine equipped with a asynchro-
nous generator. Solid transformer losses, dashed generator losses, dotted gearbox losses
and grey converter losses.
converter. At low wind speeds, field weakening of the generator is used in order to reduce
the no-load losses. This is done by decreasing the voltage to the generator.
In Fig. 2.10, the losses of the variable speed wind turbine with a permanently magne-
tized generator and a back to back converter between the stator and the wind turbine trans-
former are shown. From Fig. 2.10, it is noticed that the losses for the low speed generator
are lower then the losses for the system with a gearbox and an asynchronous generator.
It shall also be noticed that the converter losses for these two full variable speed systems
are much higher then the converter losses in the semi variable system, see Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.10: The losses of the 2 MW full variable speed turbine equipped with a per-
manent magnetized generator. Solid transformer losses, dashed generator losses and grey
converter losses.
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2.4.2 Variable speed DC wind turbine with IGBT rectifier
With variable speed dc wind turbine is meant a turbine that feeds out a high voltage dc, ca
40 kV. This can for instance be achieved by using an IGBT rectifier and a dc/dc converter,
as shown in Fig. 2.11. The benefit with the IGBT rectifier is that the torque of the generator
PM
DC
DC
Fig. 2.11 Principal scheme of the 2MW DC wind turbine with full variable speed and IGBT rec-
tifier.
and the reactive power to the generator can be easily controlled. Due to the fact that the
reactive power can be controlled, any type of generator can be used.
Another benefit of the IGBT rectifier is that it keeps the input voltage to the DC/DC
converter constant. This leads to that the DC/DC converter works at a constant transfor-
mation ratio in normal operations. This means that the DC/DC converter can be better
optimized, it will work as a constant ratio DC transformer.
In Fig. 2.12 the losses of the variable speed DC wind turbine with an IGBT rectifier
and a full bridge converter as DC/DC converter are shown. In this configuration the gen-
erator has a rated voltage of 690V and the wind turbine has an output voltage of 40kV.
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Fig. 2.12 The losses of the 2MW wind turbine equipped with a permanent magnetized generator
connected to a IGBT rectifier and a full bridge converter. Dashed generator losses, solid
DC/DC converter losses and grey IGBT rectifier losses.
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2.5 Energy efficiency comparison of different wind tur-
bines
This section presents a short summery of the results from Papers I, II, , which deals with
the energy efficiency determination of various wind turbine systems.
The average power production is calculated by using the wind speed distribution
shown in Chapter 2.1. The average power production is calculated in the same way as
the mean wind speed, (2.2), ie. the output power is multiplied with the Rayleigh distrib-
ution and then integrated from cut in wind speed to cut out wind speed, as can be seen
in (2.7). In this work, a cut out wind speed of 25 m/s has been used, which is a suitable
value for wind turbines. There is usually no point in using a higher cut out speed, since
the contribution to the average power production for wind speeds above 25 m/s is very
low, see Fig. 2.1, where the Rayleigh distribution has very low values over 25 m/s. This
means that a further mechanical over-dimension in order to allow operation at these high
wind speeds does not pay back. The cut in wind speed is set to 3 m/s. The contribution to
the average power production from wind speeds lower then 3m/s is quite low. This is due
to that the power converted from the wind by the wind turbine is low, see Fig. 2.4, and due
to that the distribution decrease rapidly for wind speeds below 3 m/s. The average power
production can thus be determined as:
Pout,AVG =
wcutout∫
wcutin
Pout(ws)f(ws)dws. (2.7)
Where:
Pout,AVG Average power production [kW]
wcutin Cut in wind speed = 3 [m/s]
wcutout Cut out wind speed = 25 [m/s]
Pout(ws) Output power of the wind turbine [kW]
f(ws) Rayleigh distribution
In Table 2.1, the average power production of some different wind turbines are shown
for four different average wind speeds and the power at cut in wind speed and at rated
wind speed, in per unit of 2 MW. The four first are wind turbines with 33 kV AC output
(AC wind turbines), and the last has a 40 kV DC-voltage as output (DC wind turbine). It
shall be remembered that all wind turbines have the same rated shaft power, so the differ-
ences in electric power production is only depending on the speed control of the turbine
(fix speed, limited speed range or full range variable speed) and the losses in the drive
train.
From Table 2.1 it can be observed that the differences in average power production
between the different wind turbines for a given mean wind speed is not large, it is max-
imum around 4-7 %, when all systems as presented in Paper XXX are considered. Note,
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Table 2.1: The output power in p.u. of 2 MW for the different wind turbines at cut in wind
speed and at rated wind speed and the mean output power in kW for the different wind
turbines and for different mean wind speeds.
Type of wind turbine Power at 3 m/s Rated power 5 m/s 6 m/s 8 m/s 10 m/s
AM Fix speed 0 0.997 271 434 769 1037
AM, Rotor converter 0.009 0.992 275 437 771 1038
AM, Stator converter 0.011 0.964 270 428 754 1012
PM, Stator converter 0.013 0.967 281 442 769 1027
PM, IGBT, Full bridge 0.012 0.968 281 442 770 1028
that a possibility is to increase the rotor diameter of the turbine at sites with low average
wind speeds and in this way it is possible to adjust the turbine to the mean wind speed
of the site. In this work, the rotor diameter is the same for all average wind speeds, since
the goal here is to compare the energy capture using various electrical systems, so the
boundary conditions are set to be as equal as possible in this work.
From this comparison of different wind turbine types, the fix speed AC wind turbine
and the rotor converter (limited speed range) AC wind turbine are chosen to be used in
the evaluation of the wind parks with AC wind turbines, in the next chapter. For the series
connected DC wind park, the DC wind turbine with the full bridge isolated boost converter
is chosen.
2.6 Power quality impact of wind turbines and ”small”
wind parks
When ”smaller” wind energy installations are to be connected to the grid, an important
issue is the power quality impact that the wind energy installation has on the grid. This
issue is of course also of importance for larger wind farms. However, in this case the grid
connection can be done in a more designated way compared to when a smaller instal-
lation is connected. One issue is the steady-state voltage variation that the wind energy
installation causes at the point of common connection, which is fairly easy to determine.
The harmonic emission needs some special considerations, which are not dealt with in
this thesis. The flicker emission however, is an issue that can be the limiting factor for the
installation of a smaller wind farm and this is hard to calculate.
In Fig. 2.13, the limitations from a flicker and steady-state voltage point of view are
presented for an installation of one and three stall-regulated turbines. The installations
have the same total power rating. To be on the safe side, it is necessary to be above the
limiting curves. In the case of a wind park, the total flicker level from the whole wind park
should increase with the square-root of the number of turbines [54]. It can be observed
that if one turbine is installed, it is the flicker emission that sets the limit, while if three or
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more turbines are installed it is the steady-state voltage change that limits the installation.
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Figure 2.13: Limiting curves for the stall-regulated turbines. The solid curve is for the
2.5 % static voltage level change limit, the dashed curve is for flicker contribution of 0.25
with one turbine and the dotted curve is for flicker contribution of 0.25 with a wind farm
consisting of 3 wind turbines.
From these studies, it has been shown that flicker can be a problem if the wind park
only consists of a few number of turbines and if the grid is weak. It should be mentioned
that fixed-speed turbines with pitch control ( and without an external rotor resistance) have
an even higher flicker contribution, but this type of turbine is no longer being installed into
the grid.
Another important comment deals with the summation of the flicker. In [IEC 61400-
21] it is stated that the total flicker contribution from a wind park is determined from the
flicker emission of one turbine using the following expression
Pst,tot =
√√√√ N∑
i=1
P 2st,ind (2.8)
where N = number of turbines, Pst,tot is the total flicker contribution from the wind park
and Pst,ind is the flicker contribution from one individual turbine.
If all turbines are of the same type, (2.8) can be simplified to
Pst,tot =
√
NPst,ind. (2.9)
Fig. 2.14 presents the discrepancy between two different Pst evaluating approaches. The
first approach makes use of the flicker values determined from the total active and reactive
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Figure 2.14: Discrepancy between the actual flicker emission and the formula from IEC-
61400-21, 70 degrees grid impedance angle.
powers of the wind park. The second approach uses the Pst values obtained using the
individual Pst values and (2.8).
As can be noted from Fig. 2.14, the flicker levels are usually much higher when the
total active and reactive powers from the wind park are used. For the 70 degree grid, shown
in Fig. 2.14, this method on average gave 48 % higher results, and for a 30 degree grid
20 % higher. In [52], [51] the results found were that there was no detectable differences
between these two methods. The reason for the higher flicker values reported here is most
likely the voltage fluctuations originating from the grid. This influences all the turbines in
the same way, giving rise to fluctuations in the active and reactive powers that are similar
from all the turbines, i.e. the sum of the contributions from the wind turbines, not the
square root sum. So the result is a mix of these two components. The conclusion that can
be made is that when the voltage quality is not very good, caution must be taken when
(2.8) and (2.9) are used to determine the flicker emission from a whole wind park.
In [57], the underestimation of the flicker summation for a wind park consisting of
seven variable-speed wind turbines is found to be 20 %, i.e. substantially lower.
To sum up, a reasonable approximation is that the limiting factor from an installation
of a wind park consisting of 10 or more turbines is the steady-state voltage variation and
the current capacity of the receiving network.
Papers III and IV describes the background and intermediate steps for the conclusion
drawn in this section.
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Energy Efficiency of Wind Parks
3.1 Wind Farm Layouts
Generally, the wind farms investigated in this work can be represented by the sketch pre-
sented in Fig. 3.1. As seen in Fig. 3.1, the wind farm consists of a number of elements:
WT WT WT WT
WT WT WT WT
WT WT WT WT
WT WT WT WT
collecting
point
wind farm
grid
interface
PCC
local wind turbine grid
transmission system
electro-
mechanical
drive train
voltage adjuster
wind turbine
Fig. 3.1 General wind farm layout.
wind turbines (WT), local wind turbine grid, collecting point, transmission system, wind
farm interface to the point of common connection (PCC). It shall be noticed that all wind
turbines in this work have a voltage adjusting unit (AC or DC transformer) included in the
wind turbine unit itself. The local wind turbine grid connects the wind turbine units to the
collecting point. The wind turbine units are connected in parallel to radials, unless other-
wise is specified in this thesis. In the collecting point, the voltage is increased to a level
suitable for transmission. The energy is then transmitted to the wind farm grid interface
over the transmission system. The wind farm grid interface adapts the voltage, frequency
and the reactive power of the transmission system to the voltage level, frequency and
reactive power demand of the grid in the PCC.
In this project, the size of the wind turbines has been selected to 2MW, since these
turbines are available for all kinds of wind energy systems today. However, it should be
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pointed out that the main results of this study would most likely not be very different if
another turbine size would have been selected. Almost all wind turbines considered in
this work have a rated generator voltage of 690V. Most likely, the generator voltage will
be increased when the rated power of the generator is increased, in order to decrease the
losses.
In this chapter, four farm sizes were chosen as templates for the investigations: 60,
100, 160 and 300 MW. Although most wind farms today are much smaller then 60MW,
60MW is used as a small wind farm here. As shown in Section 2.6, there is no need to
perform dynamic calculation from a grid connection point of view, and accordingly, only
steady-state calculations will be performed. Horns Ref is one example of a 160MW off-
shore wind farm 14− 20km out of the west coast of Denmark [16]. It is today (2006) the
largest built sofar. No larger wind farms than 300MW is taken under consideration in this
work, due to the fact that if a larger wind farm is going to be build it will probably be
divided into smaller modules, where a maximum module size of 300MW seems appro-
priate. Two advantages using modular building of wind farms are that the investment cost
of the whole wind farm is spread out over a longer period and that part of the production
can start before the whole farm has been built. Another advantage of this division is that
if cross connections between the modules are made, the wind farm will be more fault
tolerate.
In this work, the wind power plants will be placed in a grid with 7 rotor diameters
between the turbines in both directions. This seems to be a commonly used distance and
at Horns Rev the distance is 7 rotor diameters [16]. The distance between wind turbines
in the wind direction can not be too small. This is due to the fact that when the wind
passes through the rotor of the wind turbine, it gets very turbulent and the wind speed
is decreased. This means that if the wind turbines are located to close to each other, the
wind will be more and more turbulent after it passes each wind turbine. This would lead
to that wind turbines downstream in the wind farm, are subjected to strong aerodynamical
stresses. This could even lead to that they would have to be shut down, due to that the
mechanical loading gets too high during difficult conditions. In addition, the energy losses
due to the reduced wind speed will be significant if the wind turbines are put to close to
each other. The minimum length to avoid this is approximately 5-7 rotor diameters.
Of course, if the wind is mainly coming from one direction, the wind turbines can be
placed closer in the direction perpendicular to the prevailing winds. But for the Nordic
countries, wind directions from northwest to south are quit normal, which means that the
wind turbines should be placed with an equal distance in all directions.
In this work, it is thus assumed that the wind turbines are put in a grid with 7 ro-
tor diameters between. The distance from the column nearest the collecting point to the
collecting point is also 7 rotor diameters, see Fig. 3.1.
Since 7 rotor diameters was used here, it was possible to neglect the wake effects.
Anyway, if wake effects were taken into account, it would not affect the comparison
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between different wind farm configurations very much. In addition, there is a lack of
available, simple and good models for calculating the wake effect in steady-state.
3.1.1 AC Systems for Wind Farms
All wind farms that have been build today have an AC electrical system from the wind
turbines to the PCC. In this work, two different AC-systems are investigated, referred to
as the small and the large AC wind farm. Three core cables are used for AC transmission
throughout this work.
The first configuration to be discussed is the small AC wind farm. The idea with
the small AC wind farm, is that it should be suitable for small wind farms with a short
transmission distance. In the small AC wind farm, the local wind farm grid is used both
for connecting all wind turbines in a radial together and to transmit the generated power
to the wind farm grid interface, which is shown in Fig. 3.2. For this system, the cables in
PCC
local wind turbine grid and transmission system
WT WT WT WT
WT WT WT WT
WT WT WT WT
WT WT WT WT
collecting
point
wind farm
grid
interface
Fig. 3.2 The electrical system for the small AC wind farm.
the local wind farm grid are assumed to be installed one and one from the wind turbines
to the collecting point. From the collecting point to the wind farm grid interface all cables
are assumed to be installed together. This means that there is one cable installation cost
per cable, from the wind turbines to the collecting point, and only one cable installation
cost for all cables from the collecting point to the wind farm grid interface.
Let us now study a slightly different configuration, the large AC wind farm. The large
AC wind farm system is a more traditional system, based on the general system in Fig. 3.1.
This system has a local wind farm grid with a lower voltage level (20-30kV) connected
to a transformer and a high voltage transmission system. This system requires an offshore
platform for the transformer and switch gear, as can be seen in Fig. 3.3. Horns Rev wind
farm is build according to this principle. For this system there is one cable installation
cost per cable, due to the fact that all cables have different routes.
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Fig. 3.3 The electrical system for the large AC wind farm.
3.1.2 Mixed AC and DC Systems for Wind Farms
In this system, the AC transmission in Fig. 3.3 has been replaced with a DC transmission.
This wind farm will be referred to as the AC/DC wind farm. This type of system does
not exist today, but is frequently proposed when the distance to the PCC is long or if the
AC grid that the wind farm is connected to is weak. The system is shown in Fig. 3.4. In
this system we have an independent local AC system in which both the voltage and the
frequency are fully controllable with the offshore converter station. This can be utilized
for a collective variable speed system of all wind turbines in the farm. The benefits with
this are that the aerodynamic and electrical efficiency can be increased.
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Fig. 3.4 The electrical system for the AC/DC wind farm.
The installation cost of the cables are the same as for the large AC wind farm. The
two DC transmission cables, one for the positive pole and one for the negative pole, are
assumed to be installed together and therefore there is only one cable installation cost for
these two cables.
3.1.3 DC Systems for Wind Farms
For the pure DC wind farm, three different configurations are investigated. Two configu-
rations are based on the two layouts of the AC systems, referred to as the small DC wind
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farm and the large DC wind farm, and one configuration with the turbines in series, as
shown in [34]. In all DC configurations in this work, the two cables, one for the positive
pole and one for the negative pole, are assumed to be installed together and are therefore
referred to as one cable.
The electrical system for the small DC wind farm is shown in Fig. 3.5. As can be
local wind turbine grid and transmission system
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Fig. 3.5 The electrical system for the small DC wind farm.
noticed, the electrical system for the small DC wind farm is identical to the system of
the small AC wind farm. The only difference is that the transformer in the wind farm grid
interface is replaced with a DC transformer and an inverter. Of course, a rectifier is needed
in each wind turbine. The advantage of the small DC farm compared to the large DC farm
is, as for the small versus large AC farm, that it does not require an offshore platform. The
installation cost of the cables are assumed to be the same as for the small AC wind farm.
The configuration of the electrical system for the large DC wind farm can differ some-
what from the configuration of the large AC wind farm. The difference is if it requires one
or two transformations steps to increase the DC voltage from the wind turbines to a level
suitable for transmission. It is assumed that if the DC voltage from the wind turbines is
high enough (20-40kV), only one transformation step is required. But if the output volt-
age of the wind turbine is lower (5kV), two steps are required. In Fig. 3.6, this system is
presented with two DC transformer steps. For the large DC wind farm with two transfor-
mation steps, all wind turbines are divided into smaller clusters. All wind turbines within
one cluster are connected one by one to the first transformation step. The high-voltage
side of the first DC transformer step are then connected to the second step, as can be
noticed in Fig. 3.6. If only one step is used, the wind turbines are connected in radials
directly to the second DC transformer step, similarly as for the large AC wind farm in
Fig. 3.3. In Paper VII the energy efficiency of various dc/dc converters for such a system
is investigated. For this system there is one cable installation cost per cable, due to the
fact that all cables have different routes.
In the third DC system, shown in Fig. 3.7, the wind turbines are connected in series,
as mention before, in order to obtain a voltage suitable for transmission directly. This
system is referred to as the series DC wind farm. The benefit of this system is that in
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Fig. 3.6 The electrical system for the large DC wind farm with two DC transformer steps.
Fig. 3.7 DC electrical system with series connected wind turbines.
spite of a relatively large possible size, it does not require large DC-transformers and
offshore platforms. The voltage insulation in the wind turbines is taken by the transformer
in the local DC/DC converter. The drawback with this configuration is that the DC/DC
converters in the wind turbines must have the capability to operate towards a very high
voltage. This is due to the fact that if one wind turbine does not feed out energy and
therefore it fails to hold the output voltage, then the other turbines must compensate for
this by increasing their output voltage. This system will be described more in detail in the
following chapters.
For this system, there is one cable installation cost per cable, due to the fact that all
cables have different routes, as can be noticed in Fig. 3.7.
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3.2 Energy Production Cost of Different Wind Farms
In this section, the energy production cost for the six different wind farm systems based
on the wind turbine systems described in Chapter 2 are compared with each other. All
these six types are individually optimized to give the lowest energy production cost. In
the second subsection the best configuration of these six types are compared with each
other. Furthermore, in the following subsections the individual optimization is described
for each of the configurations. The cost and loss models for these calculations are taken
from paper V, which means that they originate from 2002-2003.
3.2.1 Energy production cost
The energy production cost is defined as how much it costs to produce and deliver a
unit of energy to the grid, i.e to the PCC. This gives that the total investment cost of the
wind farm is divided with the total energy delivered to the PCC. The total investment cost
is calculated assuming that the whole investment is made in the first year and paid off
during the life time of the wind farm. In addition, it is also assumed that some profit shall
be made. The total energy that is delivered to the PCC is calculated by multiplying the
average power delivered to the PCC with the average number of operational hours during
one year multiplied with the lifetime of the wind farm. The average power is calculated
with (2.7). With these assumptions, the energy production cost can be calculated as in
(3.1).
Ecost =
Invest
Pout,AVGT
r(1 + r)N
(1 + r)N − 1
100
100− PR = K
Invest
Pout,AVG
(3.1)
Where:
Ecost Energy production cost [SEK/kWh]
Invest Investment [SEK]
Pout,AVG Average output power [kW]
T Average operational hour under one year [h]
r Interest rate [-]
N Lifetime of the wind farm [years]
PR Profit in %
K Constant
The life time of the wind farm is in this work set to 25 years, the interest rate to 4 %, the
profit to 3 % and the average operational hours during one year is set to 365 · 24 = 8760.
This gives that the production cost gets about 65 % higher then without profit and interest
rate, i.e. K = 7.53 · 10−6 with interest rate and profit and K = 1
TN
= 4.57 · 10−6 without.
As can be seen from (3.1), the losses in the wind farm do not appear explicitly. Indirect
they affects the production cost due to that an increase of the losses decreases the average
output power. To include the losses more directly in the energy production cost, an input
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power most be defined. The input power to the wind farm is defined as the shaft power of
a full variable speed wind turbine, described in chapter 2.1.4, multiplied with the number
of wind turbines in the wind farm. The cost of the losses in the wind farm is defined as
the difference between the energy production cost calculated with (3.1) with the average
output power and the energy production cost calculated with (3.1) with the average input
power as Pmean. With these definitions, the energy production cost can be divided into
two parts, as can be seen in (3.2).
Ecost = Ecost,invest + Ecost,loss = K
Invest
Pin,AVG
+K
Invest
Pin,AVG
Ploss,AVG
Pout,AVG
(3.2)
where:
Ecost Energy production cost [SEK/kWh]
Ecost,invest Energy production cost from the investment [SEK/kWh]
Ecost,loss Energy production cost from the losses [SEK/kWh]
K Constant, defined in (3.1)
Invest Investment [SEK]
Pin,AVG Average input power [kW]
Pout,AVG Average output power [kW]
Ploss,AVG Average losses in the wind farm [kW]
From (3.2), the contribution from each component in the wind farm to the energy pro-
duction cost can be defined. This is due to the fact that the investment, Invest, is the sum
of the costs of all components and the mean power loss is the sum of the average power
losses in each component. This gives that the contribution to the energy production cost
from one component, c1, is defined as in (3.3).
Ecost,c1 = Ecost,invest,c1 + Ecost,loss,c1 = K
Ic1
Pin,AVG
+K
Invest
Pin,AVG
Ploss,c1,AVG
Pout,AVG
(3.3)
Where:
Ecost,c1 Contribution to the energy production cost from component c1 [SEK/kWh]
Ecost,invest,c1 Contribution from the cost of component c1 [SEK/kWh]
Ecost,loss,c1 Contribution from the losses in component c1 [SEK/kWh]
Ic1 Cost of component c1 [SEK]
Ploss,c1,AVG Average losses in the component c1 [kW]
Equation (3.3) will be used in this work, to divide the energy production cost into two
components: the contribution from the investment cost of the component and the compo-
nent losses.
The energy production cost for the six, in this chapter, investigated types of electrical
system are normalized by the energy production cost obtained for the Horns Rev wind
farm. According to [16], Horns Rev has a yearly production of 600 000 000 kWh, an
average wind speed of 9.7 m/s and a project cost of DKK 2 billion. This gives an energy
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production cost of approximately 0.28 SEK/kWh, accordingly to the assumptions in this
section.
3.2.2 Comparison of Energy Production Costs
The energy production cost of the best configuration of each of the six wind farm types,
small AC, large AC, AC/DC, small DC, large DC and series DC, are compared in this
section. The comparison is done for the four selected power levels and the approximations
and selections made in Chapters 2 and 3. More analysis of various important aspects as
well as investigations of various loss parts can be found in Paper V.
In Fig. 3.8, the energy production cost is shown for the six wind farm configurations
for a rated power of the wind farm of 60 MW, and as mention in Section 3.2.1 it is normal-
ized by the production cost for Horns Rev. If the three wind farms with AC are compared,
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Fig. 3.8 The normalized energy production cost of the different 60 MW wind farms as function
of the transmission distance for an average wind speed of 10 m/s. Solid small AC, dashed
large AC, dash-dotted AC/DC, grey small DC, dotted large DC and solid with stars series
DC.
small AC (solid black), large AC (dashed) and AC/DC (dash-dotted) these results are as
expected. The small AC wind farm is the best solution for short distances, the AC/DC is
best suitable for long distances and the large AC is best in between. The small AC wind
farm is the best for short distances due to that it does not require an offshore platform.
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So, the additional cost for many low voltage transmission cables is less then the cost for
the platform and the high voltage transmission cable for short distances. The cost for the
low voltage transmission increases rapidly when the transmission distance increases. The
break even point between the small and large AC system is at a transmission distance of
37 km. The AC/DC system has, due to the expensive converter stations, a high energy
production cost for short distances. Due to the fact that the cost for the transmission ca-
bles are less for DC than for AC, the AC/DC system gets better then the large AC system
for transmission lengths over 100 km.
The large DC system is better then the AC/DC system due to that the losses in the
DC wind turbine are lower then in the AC wind turbine. Moreover, the cost for the local
DC grid is less then the cost for the local AC grid and the losses in the DC transformer
are less then the losses in the offshore converter station. These costs are independent of
the transmission length, but since the two systems has the same transmission system (DC
cables), the large DC wind farm will for any transmission length be better then the AC/DC
wind farm (using the assumptions made in this work).
As could be expected, the small DC wind farm is no good solution. This is due to that
it still requires a large DC transformer and a converter station. The gain of cheaper cables
and somewhat lower losses is not enough to compensate for the expensive DC transformer
and converter station. However, compared to the large DC system, this solution is better
for short distances. The reason is that it does not require an offshore platform.
From Fig. 3.8 it can be seen that the best wind farm solution for a transmission length
over 11km is the series DC wind farm. This is due to the fact that it does not require an
offshore platform, it has a cheaper local wind turbine grid, DC transmission (cheaper then
AC) and this system has only one converter station. The uncertainty which is also a great
challenge for research in the high voltage field, is how expensive it will be to have the
high voltage insulation in each wind turbine.
In Fig. 3.9, the normalized energy production cost are shown for the six systems for
a rated power of the wind farm of 160 MW. As can be noticed, the cost found for the
large AC farm (The Horns Rev case, totaly 55 km transmission length [17]) is 10 %
lower then the ”real” case. However, since real price information is hard to obtain and the
fact that Horns Rev was the first large offshore wind farm, the results are considered to
be surprisingly good. It should be stressed that this work focuses on comparing systems
rather then obtaining correct total costs, since this was considered to be out of reach
without having access to really good cost data. It can be seen if Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 are
compared, that the break even point between the small AC and large AC is decreasing
when the wind farm size is increased. This is caused by the fact that the contribution to
the energy production cost from the transmission system decreases when the wind farm
size is increased. The decrease is larger for the large AC wind farm then for the small
AC wind farm. Another observation that can be made is that the energy production cost
decreases when the rated power of the wind farm increases.
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Fig. 3.9 The normalized energy production cost of the different 160 MW wind farms as function
of the transmission distance and at a average wind speed of 10 m/s. Solid small AC,
dashed large AC, dash-dotted AC/DC, grey small DC, dotted large DC and solid with
stars series DC.
In Fig. 3.10 a curve of how the energy production cost varies with the average wind
speed is presented. The curve is normalized by the costs at a average wind speed of 10m/s.
As can be noticed from the Fig. 3.10 the cost increases rapidly if the average wind speed
decreases. At a average wind speed of 6.5 m/s the energy production cost is twice as high
as at 10 m/s.
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Fig. 3.10 Energy production cost as function of the average wind speed, normalized with the cost
at a average wind speed of 10 m/s.
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Wind Turbines
4.1 System Overview
4.1.1 Wind farm layout
Figure 4.1 shows the general layout of the proposed wind farm with series connected
wind turbines, the series DC layout. It should be noticed that the wind turbines used in this
layout has a DC output voltage. In this wind farm, n wind turbines are series-connected
Fig. 4.1 The layout of a wind farm utilizing series-connected wind turbines with a DC output
voltage.
to obtain a voltage suitable for transmission and m series-connections are connected in
parallel to obtain the desired power level. The n series-connected wind turbines are here
called a ’stack’. The suggested wind farm differs in two ways from ”traditional” large
offshore wind farms: for example the Horns Ref [15] or the Nysted [46] offshore wind
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farms: 1) No offshore platform is used and 2) DC voltage is used for bringing the energy
to shore.
The fact that no offshore platform with equipment is used, saves almost 20 Million
Euros for a 160 MW farm [33], which means 120 kEuro/MW. The long-term cost of the
proposed wind turbine electrical system should be in the same range as those used today.
In the proposed system, the wind turbine transformer will be smaller and thus possibly
cheaper compared to the systems of today, while the cost for the higher isolation at the
output of the turbines will be higher. The result is that the proposed electrical systems in
the wind turbines will be somewhat higher, but the cost of the total electrical systems will
most likely be lower [33]. For a 160 MW wind farm located at 55 km from a suitable grid
connection point, the proposed wind farm shows a potential 8 % cost reduction [33].
Reliability is an important subject and it is not possible to come to an accurate conclu-
sion, unless a real wind farm of this type is built. However, by studying existing sea-based
wind farms, it can be noted that the majority of problems are related to ”traditional” com-
ponents, such as cables, gear-boxes, local wind turbine 50 Hz-transformers. There are, of
course, also problems related to the power electronic equipment, but these are not domi-
nating. The reliability of the equipment of the sea-based platform used in the two Danish
160 MW wind farms of today, seems to be high. It seems therefore logical that the result-
ing reliability of the proposed wind farm layout should be fairly equal to a ”traditional”
AC wind farm.
4.1.2 Steady-state behavior of the series-connection
Figure 4.1 shows that the sum of the output voltages, vWT,x,y, of the wind turbines equals
the voltage across the stacks, vstack, if the voltage drops in the cables between the wind
turbines are neglected. From Fig. 4.1, it is also clear that the voltage across each wind
turbine cannot be controlled individually by the onshore converter station. The onshore
converter station only controls the voltage across the stacks. If the voltage drop in the
cables are neglected, the output voltage of a wind turbine, vWT,x,y, can be expressed as
vWT,nom =
vstack
n
(4.1)
Ps,y =
1
n
n∑
x=1
Pout,x,y (4.2)
istack,y =
∑n
x=1 Pout,x,y
vstack
=
Ps,y
vWT,nom
(4.3)
vWT,x,y = vWT,nom
Pout,x,y
Ps,y
(4.4)
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where
x = 1..n
y = 1..m
vWT,nom Nominal output voltage of the wind turbines [V]
istack,y Current in stack y [A]
Pout,x,y Output power of wind turbine x,y [W]
Ps,y Mean power production in stack y [A].
The output voltage across each wind turbine depends on the ratio between the output
power from each wind turbine, Pout,x,y, and the mean power production of the wind tur-
bines in the stack, Ps,y, see (4.4). This means that wind turbines that have an output power
higher than the mean power in the stack, will have a higher output voltage and vice-versa.
The rated output voltage of the wind turbine, i.e. the highest voltage the wind turbine
is designed to operate with continuously, is of course limited. If the output voltage exceeds
the rated voltage, then the power production must be reduced in order to limit the output
voltage to the rated one, see (4.4). Due to this fact, the output power of the wind turbines in
one stack will be limited by the wind turbine with the lowest production, if the rated output
voltage is selected to be equal to the nominal voltage, see (4.1) and (4.4). This would
especially be severe if the production in one wind turbine goes down to zero, because
then the production in the whole stack will be lost. In order to avoid this, some voltage
overrating must be done, in order to limit the energy production loss in the wind farm due
to the uneven power production that naturally occurs. In particular, overrating is needed
in order to handle the case that some turbines are out of operation. The selection of a
suitable overrating will be investigated in Section 6.3.
4.1.3 Wind turbine for series-connection
Series connection of wind turbines implies that some components in the wind turbine
module must have a common mode insulation level high enough to withstand the whole
transmission voltage to ground or that all components must be lifted to a high potential.
To insulate the wind turbine tower and put the nacelle on high potential does not seam
as a good solution. To insulate the generator windings for the common mode voltage and
put all components between the generator and the transmission side on high potential is
not a practical solution either. There also exists some other ways of solving this potential
problem. However, in this study, a solution with an insulated DC/DC converter is the only
one considered. A scheme of the electrical system of the wind turbine unit is presented in
Fig. 4.2. The figure shows that the high voltage winding of the transformer in the DC/DC
converter must be isolated for the transmission voltage to ground. Also all components
on the transmission side in Fig. 4.2 must be placed or encapsuled so that they can with-
stand the transmission voltage to ground. The high insulation level needed for the series
connection will most probably mean that the DC/DC converter cannot be easily placed
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Fig. 4.2 Scheme for a wind turbine electrical system with DC/DC-converter and bypass protec-
tion.
inside the turbine. Instead it can be placed in a container outside the wind turbine. The
container can be mounted on the wind turbine tower, as done in the small offshore wind
farm Utgrunden in the Baltic sea [29].
The series-connected wind turbines must always have a closed path for the current
through the stack. A fault that opens this path causes the production in the hole stack to
be lost. Due to this factor the protection system of the wind turbine should be designed to
short circuit the output of the wind turbine if an internal fault is detected. After this the
wind turbine can be disconnected from the stack. In Fig. 4.2 one solution for the protection
system is displayed.
There are a large variety of generating and rectifying systems that can be used for
this application. The main requirements are that the torque produced by the generator,
as well as the output power from the rectifier, should be smooth. For a diode rectifier, a
synchronous generator can be used, either electrically or permanently magnetized. The
generator can also be either direct driven or of a high speed type. This system requires
special attention on the reactive power support to the generator [18] and on the low order
harmonics created by the diode rectifier. The low order harmonics can create ripple in
both the torque produced by the generator and in the power after the rectifier. One way to
reduce the impact of the harmonics is to increase the number of phases in the generator
and to place filters between the generator and the rectifier. For the system with a diode
rectifier, the torque control of the generator is done with the DC/DC converter, by con-
trolling the DC current from the rectifier. For a transistor rectifier, both the synchronous
generator and the induction generator can be good choices, but also other types of gener-
ators can be used. For a transistor rectifier system, both the active and reactive power to
the generator are fully controllable. In this way, it is no problem to obtain both a smooth
torque and desirable flux level in the generator, as well as a good quality of the dc-link
voltage.
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4.1.4 Transmission System and Onshore Converter Station
Among the possible configurations for the transmission system between the wind farm
and the onshore converter station, the two cable configuration has been considered in this
work. In Fig. 4.3, a part of the wind farm, the transmission cables, the onshore converter
station and the grid to which the wind farm is connected to are shown. The onshore con-
Fig. 4.3 Transmission cables, onshore converter station and the grid the wind farm is connected
to.
verter station includes the DC-capacitors, the switches and the AC-side filter. In a actual
converter system, the AC-side filters are more complex than the single reactor used in this
work. The AC-side usually contains the reactor, shunt capacitors, some notch filters (for
the first switching harmonics) and some EMI-filters. However, for simplicity, only a re-
actor is used as the AC-filter and the other filters should not influence the performance of
the converter so much, since they only affects frequencies from the switching frequency
and above. In addition, typically a transformer is added between the filtering stage and the
PCC. The transformer is used among other things for providing galvanic insulation and
for adjusting the grid voltage to a level that is suitable for the converter.
The grid impedance can be calculated as
Rg =
v2g,l−l√
K2xr + 1KscPrated
(4.5)
Lg =
KxrRg
2pifg
(4.6)
where vg,l−l is the line-to-line voltage of the grid, Kxr is the XR-ratio of the grid (Xg/Rg)
and Ksc is the short circuit ratio (the short circuit power of the grid divided with the rated
power of the wind farm, Prated). The grid frequency, fg, is assumed to be 50 Hz. The filter
reactor is assumed to be 0.14 p.u., which is in the range of the filter size considered in [1].
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It is assumed that all losses in the HVDC station are in the filter reactors and they are
assumed to be 2 %. This gives that the reactor can be calculated as
LHVDC = 0.14
v2g,l−l
2pifgPrated
(4.7)
RHVDC = 0.02
v2g,l−l
Prated
(4.8)
The DC-capacitors CHVDC are assumed to be discharged on 2 ms with rated current,
yielding
CHVDC = 2 · 10−3 2Prated
v2tr,rated
. (4.9)
The transmission cables are modelled as a resistor and an inductance only, Rcab and
Lcab respectively. The reason for this is that the cable capacitance is smaller then the
capacitance in the HVDC-station and in the wind turbines.
4.2 Wind Turbine System
In Fig. 4.4, the selected system for the series-connected wind turbine is shown. From
Fig. 4.4 Selected system for the series-connected wind turbine.
the figure it can be seen that an induction machine connected to a transistor rectifier is
used. The induction generator is implemented in the stationary reference frame with motor
references and the transistor rectifier is implemented as a standard 3-phase converter with
IGBT valves.
The mechanical system of the wind turbine, i.e. blades, gearbox and shafts, are mod-
elled as one inertia only. This inertia is added to the inertia of the generator. The con-
version from wind to torque is not modelled in the following study of the behavior of an
individual wind turbine system. Instead, the behavior of this conversion, the pitch system
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and the optimum power tracker for the wind turbine is taken from measurement per-
formed on a variable speed wind turbine. The optimum power tracker operates the blades
at maximum efficiency at low wind speeds. This means that the rotational speed of the
turbine is proportional to the wind speed and the pitch angle is almost fixed. At wind
speeds above the rated wind speed, the optimum power tracker limits the incoming torque
to rated torque by utilizing the pitch angle. The rotational speed is in this case equal to the
rated speed of the turbine. Information about the generation of the appropriate reference
values (pitch angle and speed) can be found in [10, 59]. The inputs to the wind turbine
model is the torque, Twind, and the speed reference, ωr,ref . These signals are taken from
the measured torque and speed of a variable speed wind turbine.
The control structure of the series-connected wind turbine during certain operating
conditions, that will be described in a later section, needs to decrease the input torque to
the generator. In reality, this will be done by changing the pitch angle of the blades. In
this section, this is modelled as an addition of the incoming torque, Treduction, which is
negative if the torque is reduced by a thought pitch action. To model the speed of the pitch
system, a rate limiter is used. Of course, this is a very simplified model of the pitching
system, but this is only for the additional reduction of the torque. As mentioned earlier
the important behavior is taken from measurements. In Appendix A, the parameters for
the induction generator and the mechanical system can be found.
4.3 DC/DC Converters
The DC/DC converter is used, as mention before, to isolate the generator side from the
transmission side and as a DC transformer with a variable turns ratio. The DC/DC con-
verter adapts the ’low’ DC voltage from the rectifier to the ’high’ varying DC output
voltage of the wind turbine. In this thesis, two different DC/DC converters are used, the
full bridge isolated boost converter (FBIB) and the full bridge converter with phase shift
control (FBPS).
4.3.1 Full Bridge Isolated Boost Converter
In Fig. 4.5, the full bridge isolated boost converter (FBIB) with the pulse width modulator
is shown. One benefit of the FBIB converter is that it only has few components on the high
voltage side of the transformer: the diode rectifier and the output capacitor. This means
that only a few components need to be placed or encapsuled so that they can withstand
the transmission voltage to ground. It is worth mentioning that the FBIB converter exists
today in radar applications where the output voltage is up to 25 kV (of course, the power
rating is much lower). In Appendix A the used parameters for the converter are shown.
The operation of the FBIB converter is shown in Fig. 4.6. It can be noted that first all
IGBTs are on, to charge the inductor (increasing the input current). The ratio between this
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Fig. 4.5 The FBIB converter with snubber circuit and pulse width modulator.
time and the switching period is defined as the duty ratio D, in Fig. 4.6, the duty ratio is
approximately 0.3. Then, two are turned off and some of the stored energy is transferred to
the load through the transformer. When all switches are on, the output capacitor supplies
the load, which can be observed as a decreasing voltage in Fig. 4.6c.
The leakage inductance in the transformer causes difficulties when the two IGBTs are
turned off, because then two current stiff components are connected in series (the leakage
inductance and the inductor, L). This requires a snubber circuit in order to avoid over-
voltages across the IGBTs. In Fig. 4.5, the snubber circuit, consisting of Rsnubb, Csnubb,
Dsnubb, is shown. Fig. 4.6 d) shows the voltage over the IGBTs, vc, at rated operation of
the FBIB converter. It can be noticed that the snubber limits the voltage over the IGBTs to
approximate 1.3 times the ideal peak voltage, i.e. vWT,rated/Ntr,IB. Instead of burning the
energy (stored in the snubber capacitor at each turnoff) in the snubber resistance, a small
DC/DC converter can be used to transfer the energy back to the DC link capacitor. This
might increase the efficiency of the converter, but it will also increase the complexity.
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Fig. 4.6 Waveforms of the FBIB converter, the plots are shown with the time in p.u. of the switch-
ing period: a) Triangular wave and duty ratio reference. b) Control signals to the valves.
c) Input current, in p.u. of rated current, and output voltage, in p.u. of nominal voltage,
as black solid lines and the measured quantities as grey lines. The circles indicates the
sampling times. d) Voltage over the IGBTs, vc, and the voltage over the snubber capacitor
vsnubb in p.u. of vWT,rated/Ntr,IB.
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From Fig. 4.5 it can be seen that the input to the pulse width modulator is the reference
for the voltage vc. For continuous current operation mode, the duty cycle reference can be
obtained as
Dref = 0.5− Ntr,IB
2vWT
vc,ref . (4.10)
To obtain the control signals to the valves (CSW1 andCSW2), triangular modulation is used,
as shown in Figs. 4.6 a) and 4.6 b). From the figures it can be noticed that the duty ratio
is limited between 0 and 0.5. In steady-state the voltage drop over the inductor is zero,
which gives that the input voltage, vin, is approximately equal to vc, a value obtained by
neglecting the voltage drop over the resistance. This gives that the lower limit for the
output voltage of the wind turbine is approximately vWT = Ntr,IBVin. The maximum
output voltage is limited to the rated output voltage of the converter. This limited output
voltage range must be taken into consideration when the controllers for the wind turbine
are designed.
4.3.2 Full Bridge Converter with Phase Shift Control
In the full bridge converter there is no inductance on the low-voltage side, so the tran-
sistors switch a stiff voltage. On the secondary side there is an inductor that reduces the
current ripple on the high voltage side. A drawback with this set-up is the extra cost
for having the inductor on the high-voltage side. The full bridge converter is shown in
Fig. 4.7.
Fig. 4.7 Fullbridge converter.
For the phase-shift control, each leg (IGBT S1, S2 and S3, S4) in the converter is
operated at 50/50. This means that the top switch is on for 50 % of the period and the
bottom switch in on for the rest of the period. The output voltage from each leg is a square
wave voltage which is equal to the input voltage for 50 % of the period and zero for the
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rest. The voltage to the transformer is controlled by changing the phase, φPS between
these two voltages. If they are in phase, the voltage to the transformer is zero and if they
are 180 degrees out of phase the voltage is equal to the input voltage (vin) for half the
period and minus the input voltage (−vin) for the rest of the period. The second input
signal vtr,eq,ref , is the reference for the DC-component of the voltage to the transformer.
Ideally this voltage component should be zero. However, it is needed due to the fact that
in an actual converter, there will be a DC-component in the applied transformer voltage.
The reason for this is that the physical components are not equal and the fact that the on
and off times for the legs are not equal. This topic together with a solution will be further
discussed in Section 5.5.2.
In Fig. 4.8 the wave-forms for the phase-shift controlled converter is displayed for a
phase-shift of approximately 45 degrees. Observe that in the figure also the blanking time
for the switches is shown and a small leakage inductance in the transformer is assumed.
The blanking time is the time delay between the turn off, of one IGBT in the leg, until
the other IGBT can be turned on safely. When the phase shift is increased, the signals for
IGBTs 1 and 2 are shifted to the right and for IGBTs 3 and 4 they are shifted to the left,
as indicated in the figure. The vertical lines in Fig. 4.8 indicates the sampling instances.
Sampling at these instances results in that the average value of the inductor current is
obtained, without using low pass filters.
The phase shift is calculated from the reference vc,ref as:
φPS =
180
Ntr,PS
vc,ref
vin
. (4.11)
It can be mentioned that it is possible to use ”loss-less” snubbers, i.e. capacitors over
the switches and diodes. These capacitors take over the task of ”shifting/altering” the leg
output voltages as a transistor is turned on or off. Without the loss-less snubbers this task
is achieved by the transistors, which lead to turn-on and turn-off losses in the transistors.
With the assistance of the capacitors, the periods with high current and high voltage in the
transistors are in principle eliminated, and accordingly the losses are strongly reduced.
The diode turn-off losses (reverse recovery losses) are also reduced since the voltage over
the diode now ”slowly” becomes negative so that the diode with low losses can move into
its blocking status.
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Fig. 4.8 Principal wave forms of the full bridge converter with phase shift control. Observe that
the wave forms are drawn assuming a blanking time for the IGBTs and a small leakage
inductance in the transformer.
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5.1 Onshore Converter station Controller
In Fig. 5.1 the controller structure for the onshore HVDC station is shown. From the
figure it can be seen that the controller can be divided into four main blocks, phase-
locked loop (PLL), DC-transmission controller, AC-current controller and the modulator.
The controllers for the AC-side is implemented in a rotating coordinate system. The PLL
Fig. 5.1 The controller structure for the HVDC station.
tracks the voltage in the PCC so that the voltage vector in the rotating system is on the
q-axis in steady-state. The DC-transmission controller, controls the voltage at the HVDC
station, vtr in Fig.4.3, this means that the stack voltage out in the wind farm will be
somewhat higher due to the cable impedance. The AC-current controller fulfills the active
current demand from the DC-transmission controller and the reactive power demand,Qref .
5.1.1 Phase-Locked Loop (PLL)
Since no capacitors or notch filters are used in the AC-filter to smoothen the voltage in the
PCC, the measured voltages needs to be filtered before they are sampled and used in the
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PLL. If not, the switching harmonics will be aliased and influence the estimation of the
voltage in the PCC. As antialias filter, 8th order butterworth filters with a cut off frequency
of half the switching frequency, as can be seen in Fig. 5.2 where the layout of the PLL
is shown. It is assumed that the frequency is constant and equal to 50 Hz, therefore, the
Fig. 5.2 The layout of the PLL used in the controller of the onshore HVDC station.
phase shift introduced by the filters at the grid frequency is compensated for by a constant
angle, θcomp, which is set to the phase shift of the filters at 50 Hz. The calculation of the
line to neutral voltage from the line-to-line voltage is done by assuming that there is no
zero sequence in the grid voltage. The line-to-neutral voltage is calculated as
vpcc,a =
vpcc,ab − vpcc,ca
3
(5.1)
vpcc,b =
vpcc,bc − vpcc,ab
3
(5.2)
vpcc,c =
vpcc,ca − vpcc,bc
3
(5.3)
The phase sequence and harmonic detection can be incorporated in the control as de-
scribed in [5], however, in this thesis work only the fundamental voltage positive sequence
is used.
The input to the PLL is the normalized voltage in the d-direction, vd,norm . The voltage
is normalized by dividing the voltage in the d-direction by the estimated magnitude of
the voltage vector, Eˆpcc. In this way the bandwidth of the PLL will be independent of
the magnitude of the input signal [38]. The gains in the PLL are set to γ1 = α2PLL and
γ2 = 2αPLL where αPLL is the bandwidth of the PLL. The PLL is transformed from
continuous time to discrete time with the method described in [7]. The discrete PLL can
be implemented, using the forward Euler method, in fortran as
θˆg(k + 1) = θˆg(k) + Tsωˆg(k) + Ts
(
γ2 +
γ1Ts
2
)
vd,norm (5.4)
ωˆg(k + 1) = ωˆg(k) + Tsγ1vd,norm (5.5)
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5.1.2 DC-transmission controller
When designing the DC-transmission controller it is assumed that the DC-side is purely
capacitive and the wind turbines can be represented as a current source, acting as a dis-
turbance. In Fig. 5.3 the implemented DC-transmission controller and the model of the
process used for the controller design are shown. The active damping conductance YaHVDC
is used to add damping to the process GHVDCt(s).
Fig. 5.3 The DC-transmission controller and the model of the process used for the design of the
controller.
When designing the DC-transmission controller, the actuator (the HVDC station to-
gether with the AC-current controller) is treated as a unity gain. By incorporating the
active damping with the process, a new process is obtained
G′HVDCt(s) =
1
Cekvs+ YaHVDC
(5.6)
for which the DC-transmission controller is designed. The DC-transmission controller is
designed according to the IMC method [22]. In this method a bandwidth for the close
loop system, from reference to actual quantity is set. The resulting transfer function will
be a first order low pass filter with the selected bandwidth αHVDCt. This method will
also be used for the design of the other controllers in this thesis, unless stated other-
wise. Accordingly the controller gains should then be selected as KpHVDC = αHVDCtCekv
and KipHVDC = αHVDCtYaHVDC. The active conductance is selected so that the process
G′HVDCt(s) has the same bandwidth as the DC-transmission controller. This gives YaHVDC =
αHVDCtCekv. The DC-transmission controller is transformed from a continuous time con-
troller to a discrete time controller. By adding back-calculation [22], integrator windup
can be avoided, i.e. an antiwindup function. The controller now becomes:
itr,ref(k) = KpHVDC(vtr,ref(k)− vtr(k)) + SHVDCt(k)− YaHVDCvtr(k)(5.7)
SHVDCt(k + 1) = SHVDCt(k) +
+ KiHVDC
(
vtr,ref(k)− vtr(k) + iˆtr(k)− itr,ref(k)
KpHVDC
)
Ts (5.8)
where SHVDCt(k) is the integration state.
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5.1.3 AC-current controller
From Fig. 5.1 it can be seen that the input to the AC-current controller is the DC-current
reference, itr,ref and the reactive power referenceQg,ref . Assuming steady-state conditions
and that the grid voltage is in the q-direction only, the active and reactive power produced
by the converter can be calculated as
Pg + jQg =
3
2K2
(vpcci
∗
g) =
3
2K2
(jvpcc,q(ig,d − jig,q)) =
=
3
2K2
(vpcc,qig,q + jvpcc,qig,d) (5.9)
where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. This relation is used to calculate the d-current
reference as
ig,d,ref =
2K2
3
Qg,ref
vpcc,q
. (5.10)
The q-current reference is calculated from itr,ref by assuming that the power taken from
the DC-side is equal to the power delivered to the AC-side (loss-less converter). This
assumption gives
ig,q,ref = −2K
2
3
itr,refvtr
vpcc,q
. (5.11)
Before the d- and q-current references are used, they are limited within the ratings of
the HVDC converter. First the q-current reference is limited to be within the rating of the
converter and then the d-current is limited so that the length of the current vector is within
the rating of the converter. This means that the q-current has priority over the d-current.
In this way the converter can always produce the maximum power to control the DC-
transmission. In Fig. 5.4 these limitations are shown together with the AC-current con-
troller and the model of the filter used for the design of the controller. When calculating
the limited DC-current iˆtr used in the antiwindup of the integrator in the DC-transmission
controller equation (5.11) and the limited q-current reference are used.
When designing the AC-current controller, only the filter reactor is considered. The
voltage at the PCC is assumed to be unaffected by the current and therefore considered as
an disturbance in the controller design. In Fig. 5.4, the model of the filter in the rotating
coordinate system is shown. To reduce the effects of the cross-coupling between the d-
and q-currents and of the voltage at the PCC, a feed forward of estimations of these are
used. In this feed forward, an active damping resistor RaHVDC is also added. Assuming
perfect feed-forward, the voltage at the PCC and the cross-coupling are cancelled and the
process to control becomes
Gˆ
′
filter(s) =
1
sLˆHVDC + RˆHVDC +RaHVDC
. (5.12)
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Fig. 5.4 The AC-current controller and the filter model used for the controller design.
For this system the current controller is designed so that the closed loop system becomes
a first order low pass filter with a bandwidth αcHVDC. The controller can be calculated as
FcHVDC(s) =
αcHVDC
s
Gˆ
′
−1
filter(s) =
αcHVDC
s
(
sLˆHVDC + RˆHVDC +RaHVDC
)
=
= αcHVDCLˆHVDC +
αcHVDC(RˆHVDC +RaHVDC)
s
= KpcHVDC +
KicHVDC
s
. (5.13)
Separating the controller into its d- and q-components, adding antiwindup of the integrator
and transforming it into discrete time, the controller can be implemented as
uc,d,ref(k) = KpcHVDC(ig,d,lim(k)− iˆg,d(k)) + SdHVDC(k)−RaHVDCiˆg,d(k) +
− ωˆgLˆHVDCiˆg,q(k) + vˆpcc,d (5.14)
uc,q,ref(k) = KpcHVDC(ig,q,lim(k)− iˆg,q(k)) + SqHVDC(k)−RaHVDCiˆg,q(k) +
+ ωˆgLˆHVDCiˆg,d(k) + vˆpcc,q (5.15)
SdHVDC(k + 1) = SdHVDC(k) +
+ KicHVDC
(
ig,d,lim(k)− iˆg,d(k) + uc,d,lim − uc,d,ref
KpcHVDC
)
Ts (5.16)
SqHVDC(k + 1) = SqHVDC(k) +
+ KicHVDC
(
ig,q,lim(k)− iˆg,q(k) + uc,q,lim − uc,q,ref
KpcHVDC
)
Ts (5.17)
where uc,d,lim and uc,q,lim are the limited voltage references. The active damping is selected
so that the process Gˆ′filter(s) has the same bandwidth as the AC-current controller αcHVDC.
The active damping can be calculated as [23]
RaHVDC = αcHVDCLˆHVDC − RˆHVDC. (5.18)
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5.1.4 Modulator for the HVDC
The level is depending on the rating of the transmission voltage. The peak voltage that can
be produced at the output of the switches is half of the transmission voltage. This gives
that, if only the fundamental is used when controlling the switches the maximum peak
value of the phase voltage will then be equal to the half of the transmission voltage. If a
zero-sequence voltage is substracted from the fundamental before the controll signals fo
The line-to-line RMS grid voltage is selected as
Vg,l−l =
Vtr,rated√
2
0.8 (5.19)
where Vtr,rated is the rated transmission voltage and 0.8 is the factor between the rated
line-to-line voltage and the maximum voltage that the converter can produce.
The voltage reference from the current controller should be realized by the converter.
This is done by switching the valves on and off and thereby producing the right average
voltage to the filter. The on and off signals to the valves are obtained by triangle wave
modulation, the duty cycle for each phase is compared with a triangular wave and if the
duty cycle reference is greater, then the top switch is on, otherwise the bottom switch is
on. The modulator is shown in Fig. 5.5
Fig. 5.5 The modulator used for the HVDC controller.
The zero-sequence voltage ∆ is subtracted from the phase voltage in order to utilize
the converter better. In this way the converter can produce approximately 15 % more
voltage than compared to the case without the zero-sequence voltage for the same DC-
voltage. With the zero-sequence voltage addition, the maximum voltage the converter
can produce is that the peak value of the line-to-line voltage is equal to the DC-voltage.
Accordingly, the maximum length of the voltage vector the converter can produce is
max{|uc|} = Kvtr√
3
(5.20)
and it is to this value the length is limited to in the ”Magnitude limitation” block in
Fig. 5.1.
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5.2 Overview of the Wind Turbine Controller
The controller structure for the series-connected wind turbine have two different modes of
operation, normal (N) mode and voltage limitation mode (VL). When the output voltage
of a wind turbine unit is within the unlimited operation region of the DC/DC converter,
the controller is in N-mode and when the output voltage is close to the limit, the controller
is in VL-mode. In Fig. 5.6 the principal operation of the series connected wind turbine is
shown for the case when the input power to the wind turbine varies but is constant for the
other turbines in the stack. The figure shows the case when a FBIB converter is used in
Fig. 5.6 The principal operation of the series connected wind turbine when the input power to
the wind turbine varies but is constant for the other turbines in the stack. Pout is the real
output, while Pwind is the power that could have been extracted from the wind.
the wind turbine, i.e. there is a lower limit of 0.2 p.u.and the rated voltage is 1.35 p.u. of
the nominal output voltage.
In Fig. 5.7 a principle controller structure of the series-connected wind turbine is
shown. This structure is schematic, and it has as a main purpose to serve as a descrip-
tion of the differences in the control signal flow for the N and VL mode operation. The
overall wind turbine control strategy is assumed to be equal to a standard pitch regulated
variable speed turbine and is not dealt with more in this thesis. For the induction machine
controller and for the DC/DC converter current controller the inputs marked with N are
used in normal operation and the inputs marked with VL are used in voltage limitation
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Fig. 5.7 Principle controller structure for a wind turbine with additions for controlling the series-
connected wind turbine. Inputs marked with N are used in normal mode and inputs
marked with VL are used in voltage limitation mode.
mode. From the figure it can be seen that in N-mode the induction machine is used to
control the speed of the wind turbine and the DC/DC converter is used to control the
DC-link voltage. In other words this means that the induction machine system converts
the incoming mechanical power to electrical and feeds it in to the DC-link. The DC/DC
converter takes the power from the DC-link and feeds it out to the series-connection. In
VL-mode the controlling procedure is altered: The DC/DC converter is controlled so that
the output voltage stays on the limit and the induction machine system is used to control
the DC-link voltage. In VL-mode due to over voltage, the pitch system is used for speed
control of the turbine also in the low wind speed region. As discussed before, when the
rated output voltage is reached, the transmitted power needs to be limited in order to keep
the output voltage at the rated value. This can be seen in Fig. 5.6 where the output power
is lower than the available power in the wind. This means that the blades needs to be
pitched in order to reduce the incoming power to the wind turbine. In VL-mode due to
under voltage, the transmitted power is increased above the available power in the wind.
This means that power is taken from the rotor which starts to decelerate. Unless the wind
speed increases or the dc-link voltage quickly is reduced, the wind turbine will come to a
stop within a short time.
An advantage with the proposed controller structure is that it does not need any com-
munication between the wind turbines to be present, each wind turbine operates individ-
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ually. The only signal used in the controllers that contains information about the other
wind turbines is the stack current and this can be measured in each wind turbine. The
stack current holds information about the average power production in the stack (4.3).
5.2.1 Speed controller
The speed controller used is a PI controller implemented using a velocity algorithm [6],
is shown in Fig. 5.8. The velocity algorithm is used due to that in voltage limitation mode
the pitch system is used as actuator for the speed controller. The simplified pitch system
used in this work has a rate limiter, i.e. the magnitude of the derivative of Treduction is
limited. To avoid integrator windup due to this limitation, the magnitude of the derivative
of output of the speed controller is limited by the saturation block Sat 2. The saturation is
set to be equal or less than the rate limitation, in this case it is set to be equal in voltage
limitation mode and 50 times higher in normal mode. This is due to the fact that there is no
rate limitation since the current controller for the induction machine is used as an actuator
in normal operation mode. Another advantage of the used velocity algorithm is that no
antiwindup function needs to be implemented due to saturation in the actuator. When
the maximum or minimum output level of the speed controller is reached the integration
is stopped at this level, this is shown in Fig. 5.8 as an integrator with saturation. One
drawback with the speed form is that the proportional parts of the controller needs to be
derived, which can cause problems if the signals are noisy. This problem is reduced by
the fact that the derivative action is limited to frequencies up to kωαω, where αω is the
selected bandwidth of the speed controller and kω = 90. A factor of 90 is used to be sure
that this will not influence the performance of the speed controller. But if the measured
speed signal is noisy then this factor probably needs to be reduced.
Fig. 5.8 The speed controller and the model of the process used for the design of the speed con-
troller.
In Fig. 5.8 both the speed controller and the process that it controls are shown. When
designing the controller parameters it is assumed that the controller is a normal PI con-
troller and that the the process has a unity gain from the reference to the actual value (for
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the time-scale that the speed controller operates in). From the figure it can be noticed that
active damping, Ba, is used to add some additional damping to the process Gω(s). By
incorporating this with the process and treating the torque from the wind as a disturbance
a new process is given,
G′ω(s) =
1
Js + Ba
(5.21)
for which the speed controller is designed. The speed controller is designed so that the
closed loop system becomes a first order low pass filter with unity gain and with a band-
width αω. The controller gains can then be selected as Kpw = αωJ and Kiw = αωBa. The
active damping is selected so that the process G′ω(s) has the same bandwidth as the speed
controller. This gives Ba = αωJ. The speed controller is transformed from a continuous
time controller to a discrete time controller and the result can be implemented in fortran
as
Te,ref(k + 1) = Te,ref(k) + Sat2{Kiω(ωr,ref(k)− ωr(k)) +
+ kωαω(Kpω(ωr,ref(k)− ωr(k))− Baωr(k)− Sω(k))}Ts (5.22)
Te,ref(k + 1) = Sat3{Te,ref(k + 1)} (5.23)
Sω(k + 1) = e
−kωαωTsSω(k) +
+ (1− e−kωαωTs)(Kpω(ωr,ref(k)− ωr(k))− Baωr(k)) (5.24)
Satn{x} =


maxn if x > maxn
x if minn ≤ x ≤ maxn
minn if x < minn
(5.25)
where Ts is the sampling period and Sat3 is the limitation in the integration block of the
speed controller.
5.2.2 DC-link voltage controller
For the DC-link voltage controller a PI controller with active damping and antiwindup
of the integrator is used. In Fig. 5.9 the implemented DC-link voltage controller and the
model of the process used for the controller design are shown. The active damping con-
ductance Yadc is used to add damping to the process Gvdc(s).
When designing the DC-link voltage controller, the actuator (the IM system or the
DC/DC system) is treated as a unity gain. By incorporate the active damping with the
process and treat the current idisturbance as a disturbance, a new transfer function for the
process is found,
G′vdc(s) =
1
Cins + Yadc
(5.26)
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Fig. 5.9 The DC-link voltage controller and the model of the process used for the design of the
DC-link voltage controller.
for which the DC-link voltage controller is designed. The DC-link voltage controller is
designed with a closed loop system bandwidth αvdc. The controller gains are selected
as Kpvdc = αvdcCin and Kivdc = αvdcYadc. The active conductance is selected so that the
process G′vdc(s) has the same bandwidth as the DC-link voltage controller. This gives
Yadc = αvdcCin. The bandwidth of the DC-link voltage controller, αvdc, is selected to 150
rad/s. The discrete DC-link voltage controller can be implemented as
idc,ref(k) = Yadcvin(k)−Kpvdc(vin,ref(k)− vin(k))− Svdc(k) (5.27)
Svdc(k + 1) = Svdc(k) +
+ Kivdc
(
vin,ref(k)− vin(k) + idc,ref(k)− idc,lim(k)
Kpvdc
)
Ts (5.28)
where Svdc(k) is the integration state.
In N-mode the actuator is the DC/DC system and in voltage limitation mode the actu-
ator is the IM system. One problem that occurs when the wind turbine controller changes
mode is that the output from the DC-link voltage controller must change sign. In order
for the wind turbine to produce power, the current reference for the IM system should
be negative and for the DC/DC system positive. To solve this problem the value of the
integrator is changed when the mode is changed. The integrator is changed so that the
current before the change is the same as after the change. This means that when changing
to voltage limitation mode the integrator is set to
Svdc(k) = Yadcvin(k)−Kpvdc(vin,ref(k)− vin(k))− iIM(k) (5.29)
and when changing to normal mode it is set to
Svdc(k) = Yadcvin(k)−Kpvdc(vin,ref(k)− vin(k))− iin(k). (5.30)
This prevents large transients in the generator torque and in the output voltage when
changing mode. But it gives a transient in the DC-link voltage, since the losses in the
systems are not taken into account when recalculating the integrator.
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5.2.3 Output Voltage controller
For the wind turbine output voltage controller a PI controller is used as shown in Fig. 5.10.
In the figure also the process model used for the design of the controller is shown. From
the figure it can also be seen that an active damping conductance Yawt and anti wind up
of the integrator are used. When designing the controller the DC/DC system is treated as
a unity gain, i.e. the dynamics of the DC/DC converter and the DC/DC current controller
are neglected.
Fig. 5.10 The output voltage controller for the wind turbine and a part of the process model.
Incorporating the active damping conductance in the process model gives the follow-
ing process model
Gˆ′vout(s) =
1
Cˆouts+ Yawt
(5.31)
for witch the PI controller is designed for. The design is done so that the closed loop
system becomes a first order low pass filter with unity gain and with a bandwidth αvwt.
The controller gain should then be selected as Kpvwt = αvwtCˆout and Kivwt = αvwtYawt.
Cˆout is the estimation of the output capacitance.
From Fig. 5.10 it can be noticed that in N-mode, the input to the DC/DC system is
taken from another signal than the output from the output voltage controller. In this mode
the system shown in the figure has three inputs, iout, istack and vWT,ref and one output
iout,ref . It is here assumed that the estimated current iˆout is equal to the actual current iout.
The output current can be determined as
iout,ref = Kpvwt(vWT,ref − vWT)−
αvwt
(
1− Cout
Cˆout
)
s+ αvwt
iout +
Cˆout
Cout
αvwt
s+ αvwt
istack (5.32)
and with perfect parameters, Cˆout = Cout, the expression becomes
iout,ref = Kpvwt(vWT,ref − vWT) + αvwt
s+ αvwt
istack. (5.33)
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This is the controller structure obtained if no active damping is used and the closed loop
system is designed as a first order low pass filter with bandwidth αvwt. To decrease the
influence of the stack current in this P-controller a low pass filtered stack current is used
as a feed forward.
Transforming the controller to discrete time gives the following implementation
iout,ref(k) = Kpvwt(vWT,ref(k)− vWT(k)) + Svwt(k)− YawtvWT(k) (5.34)
Svwt(k + 1) = Svwt(k) +
+ Kivwt
(
vWT,ref(k)− vWT(k) + iˆout(k)− iout,ref(k)
Kpvwt
)
Ts (5.35)
where Svwt(k) is the integration state.
5.2.4 Mode selector
The mode selector decide which mode the wind turbine should be operated in, normal (N)
or voltage limitation (VL) mode. If the DC/DC converter used has an under voltage limit,
then the VL-mode is divided into under voltage limitation and over voltage limitation. If
the DC/DC converter can operate at zero output voltage then the VL-mode only consists
of over voltage limitation. In the following, the conditions for a switch over from N-mode
to VL-mode and the opposite will be treated. The desription starts with the over voltage
mode since this is always used and then the under voltage mode which also is needed if
the DC/DC converter has an under voltage limit.
VL-mode due to over voltage
To decide when to change from N-mode to VL-mode the output voltage controller is used.
It shall be remembered that the output voltage controller is still active in N-mode even if
it’s output is not connected. The current reference from the output voltage controller is
equal to the current needed to bring the output voltage to the reference, see (5.33). The
reference voltage in this case is the rated voltage of the turbine. The mode changes to VL-
mode when the current reference from the output voltage controller, iout,ref , is less then
the current iout. This is used as a criterion since the current iout is higher then the current
needed for bringing the output voltage to the reference. So if the mode is not changed
this would probably lead to an output voltage higher then the reference, at least if the
estimated current from the output voltage controller is correct.
When the wind turbine is in voltage limitation mode due to over voltage, it limits the
power transfer, as discussed before. This means that the pitch has to reduce the incoming
torque from the wind. This means that Treduction is less then zero, since the induction
machine and the IM controllers are in motor references. The switch back from VL-mode
to N-mode is done when the torque reference from the speed controller is greater then 99
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% of the torque produced by the IM. This means that the power production ordered by
the speed controller is less then the power production in VL-mode. A switch back will
result in a decreasing output voltage, which is desired. The 99 % is introduced to obtain a
suitable hysteresis, to prevent a direct switch back to VL-mode.
When the wind turbine changes mode, the controller structure of the turbine is changed
in a step and this results in transients. To prevent that these transients results in that the
mode is directly changed back and an oscillation between the modes start, a time delay
is used that prevent the mode selector to change back the mode directly after the mode is
changed. The time delay should be set so that the transients from the mode change have
time to die out.
VL-mode due to under voltage
When there is an under voltage limit, as in the case with the FBIB converter, a second
output voltage controller is used, which has the under voltage limit as reference. The
change from N-mode to VL-mode due to under voltage is done when the current reference
from the output voltage controller, iout,ref , is greater then the current iout. This is used as
an criterion since the current iout is lower then the current needed for bringing the output
voltage to the reference. So if the mode is not changed this would probably lead to an
output voltage lower then the reference, at least if the estimated current from the output
voltage controller is correct. It should be remembered that to keep the output voltage up,
the power transfer needs to be increased.
The increased power transfer means that the extra power needed will be taken from the
kinetic energy of the turbine. This means that if the incoming power from the wind does
not increase, or that the power production in the stack decreases or the voltage reference
to the output voltage controller can be reduced, the turbine will decelerate and finally
come to a full stop. The switch back from VL-mode to N-mode is done when the torque
reference from the speed controller is less then 101 % of the torque produced by the IM.
This means that the power production desired by the speed controller is greater then the
power production in VL-mode. A switch back will result in a increasing output voltage,
which is desired. The 101 % is again introduced to give an appropriate hysteresis, to
prevent a direct switch back to VL-mode. Also here a time delay is used to prevent that
the mode selector starts to jump between the modes due to the transients introduced by
the change of mode.
5.2.5 Reference value calculations
In the case when the FBIB converter is used, there is a problem with that the lowest output
voltage of the converter is the input voltage times the transformer turns ratio. This means
that when the produced power of the wind turbine starts to decrease compared to the total
production in the stack, it would be an advantage to decrease the input voltage to the FBIB
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converter in order to decrease the under voltage limit of the converter. But due to the fact
that the three phase converter for the IM is connected to the input of the DC/DC converter
care must be taken so that the DC-link voltage is not reduced below the back-emf of the
IM. If the DC-link voltage reference is put below the peak value of the line-to-line voltage
of the back-emf, then the three phase converter will act as a three phase diode rectifier and
the control of the IM is lost.
To prevent this, first the desired DC-link voltage, vin,desired, is calculated. From this the
flux reference is calculated so that the peak of the line-to-line stator voltage is less then
the desired DC-link voltage. The DC-link voltage reference, vin,ref , is then calculated from
the estimated flux magnitude, ψˆR. The voltage reference for the output voltage controller
used for under voltage limitation is set to vWT,ref = vin,refNtr,IB1.2, where Ntr,IB is the
turns ratio of the transformer and the value 1.2 is used to give a safety margin. The desired
input voltage is calculated by assuming that the estimated input power times the estimated
efficiency of the system is equal to the output power and that the output voltage is equal
to the wanted DC-link voltage times Ntr,IB1.2. This gives
vin,desired = LP
{
ωrTˆwindηtot
npistackNtr,IB1.2
}
(5.36)
where ηtot is the estimated efficiency and Tˆwind is the estimated torque produced by the
wind. The calculated value is low pass filtered with a bandwidth αv,desired. The desired
input voltage is limited between 0 and 1 of the rated input voltage. The torque from the
wind is estimated as shown in Fig. 5.11. From the figure it can be seen that the estimation
Fig. 5.11 The estimation of the torque produced by the wind.
is based on a model of the mechanical system and a speed controller. Here the disturbance
for the mechanical system is the estimated breaking torque from the IM and Treduction, and
the output from the speed controller is the driving torque produced by the wind. The gains
for the estimation speed controller is selected so that a double pole at αwind is obtained
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for the system from ωr to ωˆr. This gives that the gains should be selected as
Kp,wind =
2Jˆαwind
np
(5.37)
Ki,wind =
2Jˆα2wind
np
. (5.38)
The implementation of this estimator can be done as
ωˆr(k + 1) = (1− αwindTs)e−αwindTsωˆr(k) + np
Jˆ
Tse
−αwindTsTˆwind(k) +
+
(
(αwindTs − 1)e−αwindTs + 1
)
ωr(k) +
+
np
Jˆ
Tse
−αwindTs(Tˆe(k) + Treduction(k)) (5.39)
Tˆwind(k + 1) = −Ki,windTse−αwindTsωˆr(k) + (1 + αwindTs)e−αwindTsTˆwind(k) +
+ Ki,windTse
−αwindTsωr(k) +
+
(
(αwindTs + 1)e
−αwindTs − 1) (Tˆe(k) + Treduction(k)). (5.40)
The maximum stator voltage for a given flux is approximated by
|vs|max ≈ ωˆ1(Lσis,rated + ψˆR), where the stator resistance is neglected and it is assumed
that the rated current is applied in the d-direction. This gives an over estimation of the
stator voltage magnitude, within the normal speed operation region of the wind turbine.
From this equation the input voltage reference can be calculated as
vin,ref =
√
3
K
ωˆ1(Lσis,rated + ψˆR)Cpwm (5.41)
where Cpwm > 1 is to add margin and to adjust the DC-link voltage reference so that
rated operation of the IM gives the rated DC-link voltage. The inverse of (5.41) is used to
calculate the reference flux from the desired DC-link voltage. The flux reference is limited
between 1 and 0.2 of the rated flux.
5.3 Induction machine controller
The induction machine controller has the rotor flux reference ΨR,ref , the torque reference
Te,ref and the converter DC current reference iIM,ref as inputs and the control signals to
the valves Cswitches, the estimated rotor flux ΨˆR and the estimated torque Tˆe as outputs.
In Fig. 5.12 the induction machine controller, the induction machine and the transistor
rectifier are shown. The induction machine current controller is implemented in the rotat-
ing reference frame, orientated with the rotor flux on the d-axis. The input to the current
controller is the torque reference, Te,ref and the rotor flux reference, ΨR,ref . The outputs
from the current controller is the phase voltage references and the estimated torque, Tˆe,
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Fig. 5.12 The induction machine controller together with the induction machine system.
produced by the induction machine. To align the dq-system of the controller in the rotor
flux linkage direction, a current model flux estimator is used. In [23] the design of the
current controller and the current model flux estimator can be found.
For the design of the induction machine controller, the Γ-equivalent model of the in-
duction machine is used [23]. In the rotating dq-coordinate system and with stator current
is and rotor flux ΨR as state variables the Γ-equivalent model can be expressed as:
Lσ
dis
dt
= vs − (Rs +RR + jω1Lσ)is +
(
RR
LM
− jωr
)
ΨR (5.42)
dΨR
dt
= RRis −
(
RR
LM
+ jω2
)
ΨR (5.43)
ω2 = ω1 − ωr (5.44)
Te =
3np
2K2
Im{Ψ∗Ris} (5.45)
where np is the pole pair number and K is the transformation constant, here K = 1 is
used which gives amplitude invariant transformation.
5.3.1 Current model flux estimator
When deriving the current model flux estimator the rotor flux equation, (5.43), is used.
It is assumed that the flux is orientated in the d-direction only and then the equation is
divided into the real and imaginary as:
dΨˆR
dt
= RˆRisd − RˆR
LˆM
ΨˆR (5.46)
0 = RˆRisq − ωˆ2ΨˆR ⇒ ω1 = ωr + RˆRisq
ΨˆR
(5.47)
dθR
dt
= ω1. (5.48)
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The flux estimator is transformed from continuous time to discrete time and the result is
ω1(k) = ωr(k) +
RˆRisq(k)
ΨˆR(k)
(5.49)
θR(k + 1) = θR(k) + ω1(k)Ts (5.50)
ΨˆR(k + 1) = ΨˆR(k)e
−
RˆR
LˆM
Ts
+ LˆM
(
1− e−
RˆR
LˆM
Ts
)
isd(k). (5.51)
5.3.2 Flux controller
The use of a flux controller is usually not needed in an induction motor drive. However, in
this application, it is used in order to have a faster response of the rotor flux. The controller
only controls the flux magnitude, since the flux is orientated in the d-axis direction. When
designing the flux controller, (5.46) is used to describe the process model. The current
controller is assumed to be ideal, i.e. the system from reference current to actual current
is treated as a unity gain. The closed loop system from reference to actual is designed to
be a first order low pass filter. This gives the following controller
FΨ(s) =
αΨ
s
Gˆ−1Ψ (s) =
αΨ
s
s+ RˆR
LˆM
RˆR
=
αΨ
RˆR
+
αΨ
LˆM
1
s
= KpΨ +KiΨ
1
s
(5.52)
where αΨ is the bandwidth of the flux controller. Transforming the controller to discrete
time and adding anti windup of the integrator gives the following implementation expres-
sions,
isd,ref(k) = KpΨ(ΨR,ref (k)− ΨˆR(k)) + SΨ(k) (5.53)
SΨ(k + 1) = SΨ(k) +KiΨ
(
ΨR,ref (k)− ΨˆR(k) + isd,lim − isd,ref
KpΨ
)
Ts. (5.54)
where isd,lim is the limited d-current.
5.3.3 Current controller
From Fig. 5.12 it can be seen that the input to the current controller is the reference
currents in d- and q-direction. The d-current reference comes from the flux controller and
the q-current reference is either calculated from the torque reference originating from the
speed controller or coming from the reference obtained by the DC-link voltage controller.
This depends on which mode the wind turbine is operated in. In normal operation the q-
current reference can be calculated from the torque reference with (5.45). Assuming that
the flux is only directed in the d-direction the torque equation becomes
Te =
3np
2K2
Im{ΨRis} ⇒ isq,ref = 2K
2
3np
Te,ref
ΨˆR
. (5.55)
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In voltage limitation mode the q-current reference is calculated from iIM,ref by assuming
that the power taken from the DC-link is equal to the mechanical power produced by the
induction machine. This assumption gives
Teωr =
3np
2K2
Im{ΨRis}ωr = iIMvin ⇒ isq,ref = 2K
2
3np
iIM,refvin
ΨˆRωr
. (5.56)
Before the d- and q-current references are used, they are limited to be within the rat-
ings of the induction machine and the converter. This is done in two steps, first the mag-
nitude of the two components are limited and then the magnitude of the current vector
is limited to the rating of the machine and converter. The magnitude is limited by reduc-
ing the d-component if it is too high. In this way the generator can always produce the
maximum power and the space that is left can be used to change the flux in the induction
generator. It is the limited current references that are used for the antiwindup in the con-
trollers that are in the outer control loop. In Fig. 5.13 these limitations are shown together
with the current controller and the model of the induction machine used for the design of
the controller. When calculating the limited dc-current IIM,lim from the limited q-current
(5.56) is used.
Fig. 5.13 The current controller for the induction machine and the induction machine model used
for the controller design.
When designing the current controller, the stator equation of the induction machine
(5.42) is used. In this equation, the term RR/LM is neglected, since it in this wind turbine
application is much smaller then ωr. The resulting process model GIM,s(s) from stator
voltage to stator current is shown in Fig. 5.13. To reduce the effects of the cross coupling
between the d and q currents and of the back-emf, a feed forward of estimations of these
are used. In this feed forward an active damping resistor RaIM is also added. The stator
voltage reference us,ref is calculated as the output voltage from the current controller, u
′
s,
plus the feed forward term,
us,ref = u
′
s + (jωˆ1Lˆσ +RaIM)is + jωrΨˆR. (5.57)
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where xˆ is the estimation of the quantity x. If it is assumed that the feed forward is perfect
the back-emf and the cross coupling is cancelled and the process to control becomes
G
′
IM,s(s) =
1
sLσ +RR +Rs +RaIM
. (5.58)
For this system the current controller is designed so that the closed loop system becomes
a first order low pass filter with a bandwidth αcIM. The controller can be calculated as
FcIM(s) =
αcIM
s
G
′
IM,s
−1
(s) =
αcIM
s
(sLσ +RR +Rs +RaIM) =
= αcIMLσ +
αcIM(RR +Rs +RaIM)
s
= KpcIM +
KicIM
s
. (5.59)
Separating the controller into the d- and q-components, adding antiwindup of the integra-
tor and transform it into discrete time the controller can be implemented as
usd,ref(k) = KpcIM(isd,ref(k)− isd(k)) + SdIM(k)−RaIMisd(k) +
− ωˆ1Lˆσisq(k) (5.60)
usq,ref(k) = KpcIM(isq,ref(k)− isq(k)) + SqIM(k)−RaIMisq(k) +
+ ωˆ1Lˆσisd(k) + ωrΨˆR (5.61)
SdIM(k + 1) = SdIM(k) +
+ KicIM
(
isd,ref(k)− isd(k) + usd,ref − usd,lim
KpcIM
)
Ts (5.62)
SqIM(k + 1) = SqIM(k) +
+ KicIM
(
isq,ref(k)− isq(k) + usq,ref − usq,lim
KpcIM
)
Ts (5.63)
where usd,lim and usq,lim are the limited voltage references. The active damping is selected
so that the process G′IM,s(s) has the same bandwidth as the current controller αcIM. The
active damping can be calculated as
RaIM = αcIMLσ −RR −Rs. (5.64)
5.3.4 Modulator and the three phase converter
The voltage reference from the current controller should be realized by the converter.
This is done by switching the valves on and off and thereby producing the right average
voltage to the machine. The on and off signals to the valves are obtained by triangle wave
modulation. The duty cycle for each phase is compared with a triangular wave. If the
reference value is greater then the carrier wave the top switch is on, otherwise the lower
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switch is on. The duty cycles for the phases are calculated as
∆ =
max{usa, usb, usc}+min{usa, usb, usc}
2
(5.65)
Dsa =
2(usa −∆)
Vin
(5.66)
Dsb =
2(usb −∆)
Vin
(5.67)
Dsc =
2(usc −∆)
Vin
(5.68)
(5.69)
where ∆ is a zero-sequence voltage subtracted from the phase voltage in order to utilize
the converter better. In this way the converter can produce approximately 15 % more volt-
age then compared to the case without the zero-sequence voltage for the same DC-voltage.
In the case with zero-sequence voltage addition, the maximum voltage the converter can
produce is that the peak value of the line-to-line voltage is equal to the DC-voltage. This
gives that the maximum length of the voltage vector the converter can produce is
max{|us|} = KVin√
3
(5.70)
and it is to this value the length is limited to in the ”Magnitude limitation” block in
Fig. 5.12.
5.4 Current controller for the FBIB Converter
The current controller for the FBIB converter is a PI controller with antiwindup of the
integrator and it is implemented as shown in Fig. 5.14. In the figure, the model of the
process used for the controller design is also shown. When designing the current con-
Fig. 5.14 The FBIB converter current controller and the model of the process used for the design
of the current controller.
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troller, the pulse width modulator and the converter are together treated as a unity gain.
The input voltage to the FBIB converter is treated as a slowly varying disturbance, which
is compensated for through feed forwarding of the measured voltage. The current con-
troller is designed so that the closed loop system becomes a first order low pass filter with
unity gain and with a bandwidth αiIB. The controller gains should then be selected as
KpIB = αiIBLIB and KiIB = αiIBRL,IB. The active damping resistance is selected so that
the process G′iIB(s) = 1/(LIBs + RL,IB + RaIB) has the same bandwidth as the current
controller. The active damping resistance can be calculated as:
RaIB = αiIBLIB −RL,IB. (5.71)
Transforming the controller to discrete time gives the following implementation of the
current controller for the FBIB converter
vc,ref(k) = vin(k) +RaIBiin(k)−KpIB(iin,ref(k)− iin(k))− SIB(k) (5.72)
SIB(k + 1) = SIB(k) +KiIB
(
iin,ref(k)− iin(k) + vc,ref(k)− vc(k)
KpIB
)
Ts. (5.73)
The calculation of the input current reference from the output voltage reference is
done by assuming a lossless converter and then setting the input power equal to the output
power. By this the following relation can be obtained,
iin,ref =
vWT
vin
iout,ref . (5.74)
5.5 Controllers for the FBPS Converter
5.5.1 Current controller
The current controller for the FBPS converter is a PI controller with antiwindup of the
integrator and it is implemented as shown in Fig. 5.15. In the figure the model of the
process used for the controller design is also shown. When designing the current con-
troller, the pulse width modulator and the converter are together treated as a unity gain.
The output voltage of the FBPS converter is treated as a slowly varying disturbance, which
is compensated for through feed forwarding of the measured voltage. The current con-
troller is designed so that the closed loop system becomes a first order low pass filter with
unity gain and with a bandwidth αiPS. The controller gains should then be selected as
KpPS = αiPSLPS and KiPS = αiPSRL,PS. The active damping resistance is selected so
that the process G′iPS(s) = 1/(LPSBs + RL,PS + RaPS) has the same bandwidth as the
current controller. The active damping resistance can be calculated as:
RaPS = αiPSLPS −RL,PS. (5.75)
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Fig. 5.15 The FBPS converter current controller and the model of the process used for the design
of the current controller.
Transforming the controller to discrete time gives the following implementation of the
current controller for the FBPS converter
vc,ref(k) = vWT(k)−RaPSiout(k) +KpPS(iout,ref(k)− iout(k)) +
+ SPS(k) (5.76)
SPS(k + 1) = SPS(k) +
+ KiPS
(
iout,ref(k)− iout(k) + vc(k)− vc,ref(k)
KpPS
)
Ts. (5.77)
The calculation of the output current reference from the input voltage reference is also
in this case done by assuming a lossless converter and then equating the input power equal
to the output power. Accordingly, the following relation can be obtained,
iout,ref =
vin
vWT
iin,ref . (5.78)
When calculating the limited DC-current reference from the limited output current refer-
ence the inverse of this equation is used.
5.5.2 Flux controller
Since the applied voltage during the positive and negative period is not equal, the conse-
quence will be a dc-offset in the flux and then an asymmetry in the current. The unbalance
is caused by the fact that the two on-periods cannot be exactly equal and that the voltage
drops in the components for the on-periods also differs, here referred to as vdist.
In order to obtain a flux centered around zero, a transformer flux controller is imple-
mented, utilizing a voltage vtr,eq,ref , as seen in Fig. 4.7. This added DC-voltage, vtr,eq,ref ,
is used to balance the DC-component created by the converter.
In Fig. 5.16 an equivalent circuit for the disturbance voltage and current path together
with the voltage source to compensate for the current unbalance is presented.
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Fig. 5.16 Simple equivalent circuit for the transformer DC-current with additives.
The unbalance current can be found as
il,dc = LP
{
il(k) + il(k− 1)
2
}
. (5.79)
It is now possible to formulate a regulator for il,dc using the same regulator design method
previously used in this chapter, with a desired bandwidth, αtr,eq.
To avoid that steps in vc,ref also creates a DC-offset in the transformer flux, the tech-
nique described in [13] can be used. This is based on that when a change in the voltage
reference comes, first only half of the change is made and then during the next half pe-
riod, the last half of the change is made. This method is implemented in the test set-up
and the results can be observed in the measurement section. Assuming that the converter
is operating in steady-state and the flux is centered around zero, then a voltage reference
step is made. The first half period after the step the voltage reference is increased by the
half of the change in voltage reference. This means that the flux peak value is changed
from the steady-state value to the new peak value. The next half period the last half of the
change is added and the flux goes between plus and minus the new peak value.
An alternative solution for the removal of the dc-component is to place a capacitor
between one leg and the transformer.
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6.1 Simulation setup
The performance of the wind farm, wind turbines and the controllers has been evaluated
using the simulation program PSCAD/EMTDC [62]. The test scheme used for the eval-
uation of the series DC wind farm system and the wind turbine for series-connection is
shown in Fig. 6.1. As can be noted in the figure, only three wind turbines are connected
Fig. 6.1 Test scheme for evaluation of the performance of the series DC wind farm system and the
wind turbine for series-connection.
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in series and three stacks of turbines are in parallel. The low number of wind turbines in
series is chosen to enable a clearer presentation of the results, although three turbines are
far too few for a practical installation.
For this case study, the rated power of the turbines is selected to be 2 MW and the
rated power of the wind farm is 36 MW. The current source iagg together with Cagg, Lagg
and Ragg represents an aggregated model of three stacks with three series connected wind
turbines. The current source is controlled to produce the aggregated power of these 9
turbines. The current is limited to be maximum 3 times the rated output current of the
wind turbine. The parameters of this aggregated model are selected as
Cagg = Cout (6.1)
Lagg =
Lstack
3
(6.2)
Ragg =
Rstack
3
. (6.3)
The transmission voltage is selected to be 45 kV, which gives a nominal output voltage
of 15 kV for the wind turbines and a rated current of 133 A. This gives a rated transmission
current of 800 A. Therefore, a transmission cable with a cross section area of 500 mm2
is selected. The resistance of this cable is approximately 0.044 Ω/km (per cable). It is
assumed that these cables are put besides each other, which results in an inductance of
approximately 0.34 mH/km (per cable). As mention before, the cable capacitance is here
not considered, since the capacitance in the HVDC station and in the wind turbines are
larger. In this case study the transmission distance is selected to be 20 km and this results
in
Lcab = 0.34 · 10−3 · 20 = 6.8 mH (6.4)
Rcab = 0.044 · 20 = 0.88 Ω. (6.5)
For the cables connecting the wind turbines to the transmission cable, a cross section of
70 mm2 is used. The impedance of the stack depends on the cable routes and on the stray
inductances and resistances in the wind turbines. The parameters of the stack impedance
has been estimated to Lstack = 2 mH and Rstack = 0.7Ω, based on the length of the stack
cable.
6.1.1 The HVDC-station and the transmission system
For the parameters of the HVDC-station, it is assumed that the grid has a short circuit
power equal to 10 times the rated power of the wind farm, which gives Ksc = 10. It is
also assumed that the XR-ratio, Kxr, of the grid is 5. With a rated power of 36 MW and a
DC-transmission voltage of 45 kV, the system parameters for the HVDC-station and the
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grid can be calculated as
vg,l−l =
vtr,rated√
2
0.8 = 26 kV (6.6)
Rg =
v2g,l−l√
K2xr + 1KscPrated
= 0.37 Ω (6.7)
Lg =
KxrRg
2pi50
= 5.9 mH (6.8)
LHVDC = 0.14
v2g,l−l
2pi50Prated
= 8.4 mH (6.9)
RHVDC = 0.02
v2g,l−l
Prated
= 0.38 Ω (6.10)
CHVDC = 2 · 10−3 2Prated
v2tr,rated
= 71 µF. (6.11)
The switching frequency for the HVDC-station is selected to 2 kHz [60] and the sampling
frequency to 4 kHz. The bandwidth of the PLL in the HVDC-station is set to αPLL =
2pi rad/s. This choice was made in order to obtain a good suppression of disturbances;
as an example, this gives an attenuation in the angle estimation of 34 dB for the negative
sequence voltage [38].
When selecting the bandwidth of the controllers for the HVDC-station, the DC-transmission
system needs to be considered. This necessity occurs since the cable inductance, together
with the capacitances of the station and the wind turbines, forms a resonance circuit. The
controllers must be designed so that this resonance will not be triggered. Furthermore,
the controllers can be used to provide additional damping at these frequencies. Assuming
that all stacks can be modelled as a single equivalent one and modelling the HVDC-
station as a capacitor and a current source, the system can be simplified down to the sys-
tem shown in Fig.6.2. The equivalent parameters of this model are, C1 = CHVDC/2 =
35.5 µF, C2 = Cout9/3 = 210 µF, Rtot = 2Rcab + Rstack/9 = 1.84 Ω and
Ltot = 2Lcab + Lstack/9 = 13.8 mH. The transfer function from the two currents to
Fig. 6.2 The simplified system of the wind turbines, the transmission cables and the HVDC-
station.
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the transmission voltage can be expressed as
vtr(s) =
(
Ltots
2 +Rtots+
1
C2
)
itr(s) +
1
C2
iWT(s)
C1s
(
Ltots2 +Rtots+
1
Cp
) (6.12)
Cp =
C1C2
C1 + C2
. (6.13)
From (6.12) it can be seen that there is a resonance at f = 1/(2pi√CpLtot) = 246 Hz.
Due to this resonance, the bandwidth of the AC-current controller is selected to be αcHVDC =
2pi800 = 5000 rad/s. The selection is such that it can act reasonable at the resonance fre-
quency. The DC-transmission controller is in cascade with the current controller and for
a cascade system the role of thumb is that the outer controller should be a decade slower
then the inner one [23]. For this case, this means that the controller bandwidth should be
selected to 80 Hz. But this is too close to the resonance, the DC-transmission controller
will see the resonance and act on it. To prevent this, the DC-transmission controller band-
width is selected to a decade below the resonance, αvdc = 150 rad/s. Due to this, the
influence of the cable impedance can be neglected when calculating the DC-transmission
controller. This gives that the capacitance used when calculating of the controller gains is
C1 + C2 = Cekv.
In Fig. 6.3, the overall performance of the HVDC-station is shown. For this simulation,
the 9 wind turbines are operated with a constant input torque of half the rated torque and
the speed reference is equal to rated speed. This gives that the wind turbines are producing
half of rated power. At 0.2 s, a step up to 5 MVAr in the reference reactive power is made
and this is kept for the rest of the simulation. At 0.25 s, the reference DC-transmission
voltage is stepped up from 45 kV to 50 kV and at 0.35 s it is stepped down again. At
0.45 s, the aggregated power reference is stepped from zero to 18 MW and at 0.55 s it
is stepped down to 9 MW. The grid frequency is set to be constant at 50 Hz throughout
the simulation. From the figure it can be seen that the overall performance of the HVDC-
station is good. In Fig. 6.3 it can be seen that a step of half the rated power results in
a 9 % overshot in the transmission voltage, while a step decrease of a forth of the rated
power results in a undershot of 4 %. It is important to stress, that in an actual wind farm
such power variations occur in a time scale of tens of seconds (except for an emergency
case). Accordingly, the dc-voltage control will work completely satisfactory in a standard,
normal operation case. The step functions used here, have been used in order to ”heavily”
test the dynamic performance of the system. From the figure it can also be noticed that
the stack voltage is slightly higher then the transmission voltage at the station. This is due
to the voltage drop over the transmission cables.
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Fig. 6.3 The overall performance of the HVDC-station. a) The active, reactive power and reactive
power reference as grey. b) The transmission voltage, stack voltage and the transmission
voltage reference as grey. c) The estimated grid frequency. d) The estimated grid voltage
in d-direction.
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The impact of the slow PLL can be seen in Fig. 6.3 d) at the aggregated power steps.
The change of power production affects the angle of the voltage in the PCC and due
to the slow PLL it takes some time to track the new angle. The error in the estimated
angle can also be seen in the reactive power production at 0.45 s. Since the reactive power
production is done in an open loop manner, the estimation error results in a reactive power
production that is different then the reference. However, as a conclusion regarding the
bandwidth of the PLL, it was found that also using this slow PLL, the performance was
found to be satisfactory.
In Fig. 6.4, the performance of the AC-current controller for the HVDC-station when
stepping the reactive power, is shown. From plot a) it can be seen that the current has a
rise time around what can be expected for a controller with this bandwidth and there is
a damped oscillation. The oscillation is due to the fact that the current step affects the
voltage in the PCC, which in turn affects the current. In plot b) it can be seen that the
estimated voltage in the PCC is affected by the current step.
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Fig. 6.4 The performance of the AC-current controller for the HVDC-station, shown for the step
in reactive power. a) The d-current, q-current and the d-current reference as grey. b) The
estimated grid voltage components in PCC.
In Fig. 6.5, the performance of the DC-transmission controller is demonstrated for
an applied reference voltage step, (plots a) and b)) and for the case when a step in the
aggregated power is applied (plots c) and d)). This step correspond to an increase in
wind for other turbines in the park. From plot b) it can be noticed that when the step in
the reference voltage is applied, there is a transient in the q-current reference. The rea-
son for this transient is that when the q-current step comes, this current only charges the
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HVDC-station capacitor and therefore the voltage at the station, vtr, increases rapidly.
The DC-transmission controller reacts to this rapid change and decreases the current ref-
erence again. At this point, the voltage at the station is greater then the stack voltage,
which results in a decrease of the cable current and the capacitors in the wind turbines
are charged, which leads to that the stack voltage starts to increase. The same response is
obtained when the DC-transmission voltage reference is stepped down.
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Fig. 6.5 The performance of the DC-transmission controller for the HVDC-station, a) and b)
shown for the step in DC-transmission voltage reference and c) and d) for the step in ag-
gregated power reference. a) and c) The DC-transmission voltage (black), stack voltage
(grey) and the DC-transmission voltage reference (black dashed). b) and d) The q-current
(black), cable current (black dashed) and q-current reference (grey).
When the step in the aggregated power reference is done, Figs. 6.5 c) and d), it can
be seen that the response of the current is much smoother compared to the case with the
reference voltage step.
6.1.2 The wind turbine unit
The selection of the controller bandwidths of the wind turbine is much more straightfor-
ward than for the HVDC-station. This means that no pure step response curves for the
various controllers will be shown here. The switching frequency of the three phase rec-
tifier and of the DC/DC converter is selected to be 5 kHz and the sampling frequency to
10 kHz. The bandwidths of the current controllers, αcIM, αiIB and αiPS, are selected to
be 3000 rad/s, approximately a decade lower then the switching frequency. The voltage
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controller (DC-link and output) bandwidths, αvdc and αvwt, are selected to be equal to
the DC-transmission controller bandwidth, 150 rad/s. This is 20 times lower than for the
current controllers and in this way the current controller dynamics can be neglected when
designing the voltage controllers, as has been done in this thesis.
The bandwidth of the speed controller, αω, is selected to 1.5 rad/s. The selection of
1.5 rad/s is quicker than the values suggested in [56]. However, in order to be on the ”safe
side”, in this investigation a quicker value was chosen. The bandwidth of the estimation
of the torque from the wind is set to 20 rad/s and the bandwidth of the low-pass filter for
the desired input voltage for the DC/DC converter, αv,desired, is set to the same bandwidth.
The flux controller bandwidth, αΨ, is set to 100 rad/s, in order for the flux to be able to
track the desired input voltage.
The parameters of the wind turbine unit can be found in Appendix A. For these data
and with the controller settings discussed in this chapter, the controllers were tested with
steps and ramps and the performances were close to ideal.
As mentioned before, the pitch system and the overall control of the wind turbine is
not implemented in the simulation model. With overall control means the optimum power
tracker that provides the pitch and speed reference. Instead of modelling these systems
and modelling the wind, measurements from a variable speed wind turbine are used. The
inputs Twind and ωr,ref , to the wind turbines are taken from the measurements. The data
series used are shown in Fig. 6.6. The last minutes of the measurements are slightly mod-
ified in order to obtain a fit between the last data point and the first, so that a circular data
series is achieved. In this way, different starting times can be used to create different input
signals to the wind turbines, and still a one hour simulation can be performed.
6.2 Analysis of a small wind farm
For this simulation, the measurements presented in Fig. 6.6, are used as inputs to the wind
turbines. The rated voltage of the turbines is set to 1.41 of the nominal voltage, i.e. to
21.1 kV. The starting times where selected randomly for wind turbines 1 to 6. For stack
2, all wind turbines are operated within the limits. For stack 3, the idea was that in the
beginning of the simulation, wind turbines 7 and 9 should be in overvoltage limitation
mode and wind turbine 8 in undervoltage limitation mode. For the inputs of wind turbine
8, this could be achieved by selecting the starting time with the lowest wind torque and
subtracting 0.15 p.u. from the wind torque and adding 0.08 p.u. to the speed reference.
For wind turbines 7 and 9, starting times resulting in rated operation were selected. In
the simulation, the aggregated power source is at 9 s ramped up to full power in 1 s
and at 15.5 s it is ramped down to zero in 1 s. The reason for this selection is to give a
more realistic disturbance than the steps used previously. However, these disturbances are
still very quick for a normal operating situation. In Fig. 6.7, the output voltage for wind
turbines 7, 8 and 9 for the one hour simulation, are shown. All voltages are expressed in
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Fig. 6.6 a) Measured torque used as the torque produced by the wind in the simulations. The
torque is in p.u. of rated torque. b) Measured speed of the wind turbine, used as the speed
reference in the simulations. The speed is shown in p.u. of rated speed.
p.u. of the nominal voltage i.e. 15 kV. In the figure, the output voltage reference is also
shown as a grey line when the wind turbine is in VL-mode. When the wind turbine is
in N-mode the reference is not shown. From the figure it can be noticed that the turbines
more often switch to VL-mode due to overvoltage then due to undervoltage. The case with
VL-mode due to undervoltage is more severe for the wind turbine system then the case
due to overvoltage. This is the case since the undervoltage case arises from a too low input
power, and the extra power needed is taken from the kinetic energy of the rotor. In this
case, the rotor starts to decelerate and this leads to a full stop of the turbine, if the input
power does not increases or the flux in the machine can be reduced futher. The VL-mode
due to overvoltage arises from a too high input power, which can be decreased by the
pitch system. Thus, from the wind turbine point of view, it does not matter so much that
it is operated in VL-mode due to overvoltage more frequently then due to undervoltage.
But from the wind farm point of view, the VL-mode due to overvoltage means that the
energy production is decreased.
In Fig. 6.8, the first 18 s of the simulation in Fig. 6.7 is shown, for a more detail view of
the performance of the series-connected wind turbines. Moreover, Fig. 6.9 shows the stack
voltage, stack currents as well as the total power for the same occasion. From Fig. 6.8 it
can be seen that wind turbine 7 is in VL-mode between 3 and 10 s, approximately. Wind
turbine 8 is in VL-mode between 3 and 9 s, approximately. Wind turbine 9 is in VL-mode
two times, between 1.5 and 8.5 s and between 10.5 and 15 s, approximately. From Fig. 6.8
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Fig. 6.7 The output voltage of wind turbines 7, 8 and 9 in p.u. of the nominal voltage of the wind
turbine for the one hour simulation. The output voltage reference is shown as a grey line
when the wind turbine is in voltage limitation mode, when the wind turbine is in normal
operation the reference is not shown.
it can be seen that the output voltage controllers manage to keep the references, except
for wind turbine 9, where the output voltage is below the reference between 6 and 8 s.
This is due to the fact that all wind turbines are in VL-mode and wind turbine 8 increases
its output voltage. The stack voltage is constant, as can be seen in Fig. 6.9 a). Therefore,
if one voltage increases at least one must decrease. From Fig. 6.9 b) it can be seen that
the stack current, for the investigated stack, increases during this time, due to the fact that
the integrator in the output voltage controller of wind turbine 9 is increasing due to the
voltage error. During this time, the output voltage controllers are fighting with each other
and the result is an increasing stack current. But this higher stack current results in that
wind turbine 9 changes to N-mode and the fight is over.
The switching between the modes can be seen as small transients in the stack current
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Fig. 6.8 The output voltage of wind turbines 7, 8 and 9 for the first 18 s of the simulation shown
in Fig. 6.7.
for the stack in which the turbine is located. But the other stack currents and the stack
voltage are unaffected by these, see Fig. 6.9. The changes in the current for stack 3 be-
tween 3 and 8 s does not seem to affect the stack voltage either. Accordingly, from this
observation it can be concluded that the stacks can operate independently of each other.
Not even the ramp disturbance of 0.5 p.u., applied by the aggregated power source, is a
problem for the operation of the wind farm or affects the stacks noticeable.
In Fig. 6.9 c) it can be noticed that the power production of the wind farm is smooth,
except for the occasions when the ramp disturbances are applied. From plot a) it can be
seen that the DC-transmission controller keeps the transmission voltage to the reference
also when the disturbances are present. It should be stressed that these more realistic
power ramps (although very quick) gives a much smaller disturbance as compared with
the steps made in Fig. 6.3.
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Fig. 6.9 The behavior of the wind park for the first 18 s of the simulation. a) transmission voltage,
stack voltage and transmission voltage as grey in p.u. of rated transmission voltage. b)
stack currents in p.u. of rated output current of the wind turbine. c) power produced by
the wind farm in p.u. of the rated power of the wind farm.
In Figs. 6.10 and 6.11, the operation of the wind turbines 8 and 9 are shown in detail.
An overall comment from these figures is that the tracking performance of the controllers
is satisfactory. The important discrepancies can be found for the rotor speed, which will
be discussed shortly, caused by the switching to VL-mode.
Let us now look more into detail of the operation of wind turbine 8 and start with the
situation when wind turbine 8 goes into VL-mode due to under voltage between 3 and 9 s,
as is indicated in Fig. 6.10 d). In this figure, the output voltage reference can be observed
when the turbine is in VL-mode. In the beginning of this simulation the turbine is in
N-mode, but the torque from the wind is decreasing. This results in a decreasing desired
DC-link voltage and thereby a decreasing flux and DC-link voltage. The decreasing torque
from the wind, together with the decreasing speed reference, results in a decreasing power
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production, and this in turn results in a decreasing output voltage. In Fig. 6.10 f), the input
current and the input current reference are shown. In the plot also the reference from the
output voltage controller, recalculated from an output current reference to an input current
reference (therefore denoted i′out,ref) is shown. The transformation from the output current
reference to an input current reference is done by (5.74). From the plot it can be seen
that when the input current reference command is lower then i′out,ref , the turbine switch to
VL-mode due to the under voltage operation mode constraints. Now, i′out is used as the
input current reference for the DC/DC converter and thereby the output voltage controller
is activated. The output voltage controller keeps the output voltage to the reference in
the undervoltage limitation mode by increasing the power transfer. This increase can be
noticed between 3 and 5 s in Fig. 6.10 a), where the breaking torque from the IM, as a
consequence, is higher than the torque from the wind, even though the speed error is such
that it should be lower. At 5 s, the torque from the wind starts to increase, which eventually
results in a decreasing speed error and at approximately 9 s the torque reference from the
speed controller becomes higher than the breaking torque of the IM and the wind turbine
switch back to N-mode. It should be pointed out that without this wind increase, the
turbine would shortly come to a stop. And, as pointed out before, in the beginning of this
section, the speed is here deliberately chosen too high and the torque too low, in order to
provoke an under voltage situation.
In Fig. 6.11 the operation of wind turbine 9 for these first 18 s of the simulation is
shown. From plot d) it can be seen that the turbine is in VL-mode due to overvoltage at
two times, between 2.5 and 8.3 s and between 10.3 and 14.4 s. In plot e) it can be noticed
that the input voltage reference is constant for these first 18 s, this is due to the fact that the
wind turbine is operating at high power production and that the output voltage is high. This
leads to that the desired input voltage of the DC/DC converter is equal to the rated input
voltage. From this it also follows that the flux reference is equal to the rated flux, with one
exception. Between 2 and 5 s, the flux is reduced due to the fact that the speed is increasing
and to keep the voltage constant the flux is reduced, i.e. flux weakening. From plots a) and
b) it can be concluded that the input power is increasing in the beginning of the simulation
and from Fig. 6.9 b), it can be seen that the current for stack 3 is decreasing slightly. This
leads to an increasing output voltage of the wind turbine and from Fig. 6.11 f) it can be
seen that the current reference from the output voltage controller, i′out,ref is decreasing. At
approximately 1.5 s, the current reference from the output voltage controller gets lower
then the current reference from the DC-link voltage controller and the turbine switchs
to VL-mode. After the change to VL-mode it can be seen in plot a) that the breaking
torque of the IM, Te, is lower then the torque from the wind and that the extra breaking
torque from the pitch system increases to keep the speed reference. At 3 s the stack current
decrease rapidly and, to keep the output voltage reference, the power production is also
decreased rapidly, which is noticed in the decreased breaking torque by the generator.
This decrease is too quick for the pitch system and therefore the overshoot in speed occurs
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around 4 s. In Fig. 6.11 a), the rate limiter of the pitch system is visible between 3 and 5 s,
due to the fact that the pitch torque increases with a constant rate. At 6 s, the stack current
starts to increase, which means that the breaking torque also increases, and at 8.3 s the
breaking torque of the IM is greater than the torque reference from the speed controller
and the wind turbine changes to N-mode. However, the output voltage stays close to the
rated voltage, which leads to that at 10.3 s, when the speed reference decreases, that the
power production increases and to a too high output voltage, and the turbine switches back
to VL-mode again. At 14 s, the stack current increases and this leads to that the turbine
switches to N-mode at approximately 15 s and, due to the higher stack current the output
voltage drops. It should once more be stated, that theses occasions are not very frequent,
but are treated here in order to show the stability of the system.
6.3 Energy Capture vs Output Voltage
As mention before, when the wind turbine switch to VL-mode due to over voltage, the
power production is decreased to limit the output voltage to the rated voltage. This re-
duction will cause an energy production loss. The total energy production for a one hour
simulation, with an unlimited output voltage and with the starting times used in Sec-
tion 6.2, was 13.81 MWh. For this simulation the power originating from the aggregated
power source was zero for the whole simulation. In Table 6.1 the energy production per
unit of this unlimited production for different output voltage ratings are shown.
Table 6.1: Energy production for different rated output voltages and for 3 and 20 series-
connected wind turbines.
rated output
voltage [p.u.]
energy production
3 WT [p.u.]
energy production
20 WT [p.u.
1.85 1 1
1.65 0.999 1
1.45 0.997 1
1.35 0.993 0.999
1.25 0.978 0.987
1.15 0.941 0.944
Table 6.1 shows that the energy production decreases when the rated output voltage
decreases. This energy loss must be weighed against the increased cost of the higher rated
voltage of the components on the high voltage side of the wind turbine transformer. As an
example, a voltage output rating of 1.35 p.u. gives only a 0.5 % reduction of the produced
energy for the wind farm and must be considered to be acceptable.
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Fig. 6.10 The behavior of wind turbine 8 for the first 18 s of the simulation. a) Torque from the
wind as black line and the absolute value of the torque produced by the IM as grey line,
in p.u. of the rated torque. b) Speed of the wind turbine as black line and the reference
as grey line, in p.u. of the rated speed of the wind turbine. c) Rotor flux in the IM as
black line and the flux reference as grey line, in p.u. of the rated flux. d) Output voltage
of the wind turbine as black and the output voltage reference is shown as grey when the
turbine is in VL-mode. e) DC-link voltage as black and the reference as grey, in p.u. of
the rated voltage. f) Input current of the DC/DC converter as black, the reference as grey
and the reference from the output voltage controller as grey and marked with i′out,ref , in
p.u. of the rated input current.
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Fig. 6.11 The behavior of wind turbine 9 for the first 18 s of the simulation. See Fig. 6.10 for the
description of the figure. The addition is the black line in a) for the absolute value of the
pitch torque.
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7.1 Converter Design for the Series-connection
Apart from increasing the rectified voltage from the wind energy generator, the high fre-
quency transformer in the DC/DC converter is also used for the galvanic separation of the
generator side and the transmission side. This means that the common mode insulation
level of the transformer must be designed for half the transmission voltage (that means
+Vtr/2 or −Vtr/2), at least for the wind turbines in the top and bottom of the stack, see
Figs. 4.2 and 4.1. Since the potential of the whole high-voltage side winding is close to
the transmission voltage, the rating of the high voltage winding and the components on
the transmission side of the DC/DC converter, only needs to be designed for the rating of
the converter. The prerequisite is of course that all ”objects” (windings, components) can
be placed or encapsuled so they can withstand the transmission voltage to ground. If not,
encapsuling for a higher voltage level needs to be used. In Fig. 7.1, a possible solution for
the layout of the transformer and the transmission side is shown.
The core geometry is a toroid. In Fig. 7.1, the top side view is shown and in Fig. 7.2,
the cross section of the toroid is shown. The angle θw indicates the sector of the core
which is used by the windings. The advantage of the toroid shape is that it is smooth, or
can be made smooth, in all directions, which from a high voltage point of view is to prefer.
Otherwise, there will be a risk of locally high electric fields that might result in corona
discharges. The space that needs to be filled, to get a circular cross section of the core, is
used for cooling. The core is grounded. The semiconducting layers are used to smoothen
out the geometry, to avoid sharp edges and thereby high electrical fields. The winding to
be placed closest to the core, is the generator side winding, since it is almost on ground
potential. Accordingly, the insulation layer for the generator side does not need to be as
thick as the layer used for the transmission winding insulation, which has to be designed
to withstand the transmission voltage potential.
Another problematic area from the high voltage design point of view, where there is a
risk for high fields, is at the point where the transmission side winding ends, at the dashed
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Fig. 7.1 A possible solution for the layout of the high frequency transformer and of the transmis-
sion side of the DC/DC converter for the series-connected wind turbine. Top side view of
the cross section of the transformer. Grey indicates semiconducting layers.
lines which indicates the sector used by the windings. A possible solution for preventing
this is to use a semiconducting layer to create a field grading area, like the one used in
high voltage cable terminations. This field grading is indicated in Fig. 7.1. To have a
sufficiently long creepage distance from the field grading to the end of the supporting
tube, sheds on the insulator are used. The minimum creepage distance needed depends on
the pollution level. For light pollution levels the minimum distance is 16 mm/kV and for
very heavy it is 31 mm/kV, [28].
To decrease the voltage potential between the components on the transmission side of
the transformer and ground, a conductive cage is used. The cage is attached to the field
grading material/area and surrounds the transformer and the components on the transmis-
sion side. The cage is connected to the middle point of the output capacitors. In this way
the cage isolates the components from the ground. The highest potential from the compo-
nents to the surrounding (in this case the cage) will in this case be half of the rated output
voltage of the turbine. This is a substantial reduction compared to half the transmission
voltage, which will be the case for the turbines closest to the transmission cables if no cage
is used. This reduces the problems caused by the fact that sharp edges produces corona
and discharges. The cage is made as a round and smooth shape, so that, again, no prob-
lems with corona and discharges appears. The potential from the cage to the surrounding
is approximately the potential of the stack cable, in the point where the investigated wind
turbine is located. The result is that the distance from the cage to the surroundings must
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Fig. 7.2 Cross section of the toroid in Fig. 7.1. Grey areas indicates semiconducting layers.
be long enough to take up half the transmission voltage.
7.1.1 Cooling of the Transformer and the Components
As mention before, the space that needs to be filled to change the square core cross section
to a circular one, is used for cooling. The cooling medium thought to be used here, is
water. Since the core is grounded there is no need of using deionized water, which is the
case if the object to be cooled is on high potential. For the transmission side winding and
for the components on the transmission side, forced air cooling is thought to be used. The
idea here is to have the fan on ground potential and use nonconductive tubes to guide the
air flow to the components and transformer. In this way the expensive apparatus for the
deionization of the water, which is needed if water cooling is used on this side, can be
avoided.
7.1.2 Electric Field in the Transformer
In Fig. 7.3, the simplified geometry of the transformer, that is used for calculating the
electrical field between the windings, is shown. The figure is drawn as a two dimensional
figure with a rotational symmetry axis. Accordingly, in order to obtain the three dimen-
sional figure, the drawn geometry is rotated 360 degrees around the rotational symmetry
axis. This means that the electrical field at the end of the windings is not described with
this geometry (at the end of the windings means the angle 360 − θw in Fig. 7.1. The
electrical field in a straight, long, coaxial cable, (r6 → ∞ in Fig. 7.3), can be expressed
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Fig. 7.3 Simplified geometry of the transformer, used for calculating the electrical field between
the windings. The figure is drawn as a two dimensional figure with an rotational symmetry
axis.
as
Er(r) =
U
r ln
(
r4
r3
) (7.1)
where U is the voltage difference between the windings and r is the radius at which the
electrical field is calculated, r3 < r < r4. From (7.1) it can be noticed that the electrical
field is inversely proportional towards the radius r. This gives that the highest field is
at the surface of the inner winding. But if the radius r6 is reduced, so that it is close to
r4, then the electrical field will be higher when r = r4 than r = r3, due to the higher
curvature. Due to the symmetry, the electrical field will only have a component in the
direction of the marked radius r, when calculated for different radii in this plane. Also
due to the symmetry, the highest value of the electrical field is found in this plane (so, the
plane is then a horizontal plane through the toroid when it is laying down). In Fig. 7.4,
the magnitude of the electrical field is shown for the case with r3 = 0.09 m, r4 = 0.12
m, r6 = 0.14 m and 1 V between the windings. From the figure it can be seen that the
electrical field is highest on the left side of the outer circle, which is due to the fact that
the rotational symmetry axis is located to the left.
To approximately take the radius r6 into account when calculating the maximum elec-
trical field, it is assumed that the electrical field on the inside is inversely proportional to
r(r6 − r) and that it on the outside is inversely proportional to r(r6 + r). Integrating the
electrical field from r3 to r4 gives the voltage between the inner and outer winding. This
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Fig. 7.4 The magnitude of the electric field between the windings for r3 = 0.09 m, r4 = 0.12 m,
r6 = 0.14 m and 1 V between the windings.
gives that the magnitude of the electrical field in the plane can be expressed as
Einside(r) =
Ur6
r(r6 − r) ln
(
r4(r6−r3)
r3(r6−r4)
) (7.2)
Eoutside(r) =
Ur6
r(r6 + r) ln
(
r4(r6+r3)
r3(r6+r4)
) . (7.3)
In Fig. 7.5 the magnitude of the electric field for different radii r6 in p.u. of the maximum
field obtained when r6 →∞ are shown. Solid lines shows the field from FEM calculations
and dotted lines shows the simplified model described with (7.2) and(7.3). The grey line
is for when r6 → ∞. The radii are r3 = 0.09 m, r4 = 0.12 m, the lines marked with 1
is for r6 = 0.14 and then the following lines towards the grey are for r6 = 0.25, 0.5 and
0.75 respectively. From the figure it can be noticed that the simplified model describes
the magnitude of the electric field well. It is when r6 is close to r4 that the mismatch
between the FEM calculations and the model starts to be visible. The model gives in this
case a somewhat too high maximum value. It should be mention that the model have been
compared with FEM calculations for other values of r3 and r4, that can be expected for
the transformer. From these comparisons similar results that is shown in Fig. 7.5 where
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Fig. 7.5 The magnitude of the electric field for different radii r6 in p.u. of the maximum field
obtained when r6 → ∞. Solid lines shows the field from FEM calculations and dotted
lines shows the simplified model described with (7.2) and(7.3). The grey line is for when
r6 →∞. The radii are r3 = 0.09 m, r4 = 0.12 m, the line marked with 1 is for r6 = 0.14
and then the following lines towards the grey is for r6 = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 respectively.
found. It should also be mention that the case with r6 close to r4 is not that realistic,
since the space for the transmission side winding on the inside will be too small to fit the
winding.
It should be mentioned that the electric field distribution for DC is controlled by the
resistivity of the insulating material. Unfortunately the resistivity is usually very temper-
ature dependent. The consequence is that for DC-cables, the electric field distribution can
be altered due to the higher temperature inside the cable, i.e. the highest electrical field
can be at the outer screen and the lowest occurring on the surface of the conductor. This
effect is not taken into consideration when the simplified model is derived.
7.1.3 Full Scale FBPS Converter, 5MW
The rated power of the full scale converter is chosen to be 5 MW, although the simulations
in the previous chapters have been carried out for a rated power of 2 MW. The higher rated
power is selected due to the fact that the rating of wind turbines is increasing all the time
and that there are experimental wind turbines installed with rated power of 6 MW. The 5
MW converter has the following ratings:
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Quantity Rated value
Input voltage 3.6 kV
Input current 1.4 kA
Output voltage 20.25 kV
Output voltage 15 kV (nominal)
Output current 0.33 kA.
The input voltage is selected in such a way that IGBTs with a rated voltage of 6.5 kV
can be used without series connections of IGBTs. To avoid the need of series connected
diodes on the transmission side and parallel connecting IGBTs on the generator side, the
DC/DC converter can be made into 6 smaller modules. Each with a 1:1 transformer, which
on the generator side can be connected in parallel to the DC-link and on the transmission
side they can be connected in series. The result is one large converter with an ideal trans-
formation ratio of 6, the needed is in this case 5.625. One interesting feature, is that by
having a supporting tube with a sufficiently large radius (see Fig. 7.1), the IGBTs could
be fitted inside the tube and be water cooled with the same water that is used to cool
the transformer. In this way the transformer module with its casing becomes a complete
DC/DC transformer. Another advantage with the modularization is that if one module
breaks down, it can be short circuited on the transmission side and the production can
continue, but with a lower rated output voltage and power.
The rating of these 6 modules are:
Quantity Rated value
Power 0.83 MW
Input voltage 3.6 kV
Input current 0.23 kA
Output voltage 3.6 kV
Output voltage 2.5 kV (nominal)
Output current 0.33 kA.
The transformer rated current is 0.28 kA RMS. The transformer design for this 0.83 MW
converter is based on that the core material used is Metglas alloy 2605SA1 with longitu-
dinal field annealed. One option for the insulation is to use some type of silicone or rubber
based insulating material and then to vacuum mould the different layers. These materials
can have a breakdown stress of approximately 15 to 30 kV/mm. For this design, a max-
imum electric field of 10 kV/mm and an insulation voltage of 300 kV are used. These
selections resulted in r6 = 0.46 m, r3 = 0.08 m and r4 = 0.12 m.
7.2 Down Scaled Converter
In order to test this design a down-scaled converter was designed, built and put into oper-
ation.
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For the down scaled converter the voltages and currents are scaled with a factor of 12,
giving:
Quantity Rated value
Power 5.8 kW
Input voltage 300 V
Input current 19.3 A
Output voltage 300 V
Output voltage 200 V (nominal)
Output current 29 A
Transformer current 23 A RMS
Diode current 10 A AVG
Diode current 16 A RMS.
For the down scaled converter it was decided that only two modules should be build.
The reason for this is that the output voltage should not be too high, the number of com-
ponents is kept low and with two modules the series connection of the modules could still
be functionally checked. The IGBT bridge SEMICRON SKM400GB125D and SKHI23
driver circuits where used for creating the high frequency voltage for both transformers.
The rating of the IGBTS are 1200 V and 400 A, which is well beyond what is needed. For
the diode rectifier on the transmission side, SGS-Thomson Microelectronics BYT230PIV-
1000 diodes where used. The rating of these diodes are 1000 V, 70 A RMS or 30 A AVG.
The diodes are mounted on the same heat sink as the IGBTs, a SEMICRON P16/300 with
a SKF16A-230-11 fan. This gives a thermal resistance of the heat sink of 0.024-0.036
K/W. From this it can be realized that the heat sink also is overrated for this application.
The input capacitor and the two output capacitors are from RIFA and the ratings are 400
VDC and 3300 µF. For the output capacitances it can be noticed that this is much more
then what is used in the simulations. The idea of having this high capacitance was to have
long time constants for the system in the testing stage.
The currents are measured with LEM LA-100S current transducers, which can mea-
sure up to ±100 A with a bandwidth of 0 to 150 kHz (-1dB). The input voltage and out-
put voltage are measured using an isolating amplifier from Analog Devices, AD210BN,
which has a bandwidth of 20 kHz. All measuring signals go to a level adjusting card be-
fore the signal is connected to the control computer. On this card it is also possible to set
protection levels, that if they are reached, turns off all IGBTs. Between the controller and
the driver circuits there is also a conversion card. It is to this card the error signal form
the card for the measuring signals goes and turns off the IGBTs. In Fig. 7.6 the heat sink
with the IGBTs and the diodes, the driver circuits and the rack with the card for the mea-
surement and control signals to the driver circuits are shown. In the figure also the two
transformers, two output inductors and the output capacitors are shown. To control the
converter the dSPACE DS1103 is used. It is a digital signal processor system, which for
this application is programmed with C-code. The control system has among other things
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Fig. 7.6 The down scaled 11.2 kW converter.
built in A/D-converters for sampling of the measured quantities and control signals for
the valves as outputs.
For the output filter inductances, iron powder cores from Amidon, model T-400A-
26, are used. Five such cores are stacked on top and 74 turns of 1.8 mm copper wire is
wounded around them. This gives an inductance of 7.1 mH and an approximate resistance
of 0.2 Ω.
The material for the transformer cores that where available was Metglas alloy 2605SA1,
not annueled, with a width of 30 mm. The cores that was ordered had a inner diameter
of 120 mm and an outer diameter of 180 mm. The fill factors for the cores are 0.76 and
0.82. The size of the cores are big for the power rating, but since there where an uncer-
tainty in how good the windings would become, the core was oversized to be sure that the
windings should fit. From the manufacture of the core there were some protective plastic
around the cores. This was left on the core. To create a circular cross section of the core,
a 8 mm tube and two 6 mm tubes where put on each side of the core. Heat glue was used
to fill the rest. Fig. 7.7 left photo shows the transformer core with the cooling tubes and
heat glue. In the right photo shows when the insulation is applied, this will be discussed
later. Before the generator winding was wounded on the core, a layer of tape was put on,
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Fig. 7.7 The down scaled 11.2 kW converter.
to even out small unevenness. The generator side winding is wounded with four 1.5 mm
copper wires and 33 turns are applied. This gives a current density of 3.3 A/mm2 which
is approximately the value for a standard 50 Hz transformer. But for a larger transformer
this is a high value. It was though to be too complicated to wound the transformer with
more then 4 wires and in order to avoid a problem with the skin effect, thicker conductors
were not considered. This also gave that the winding could be wounded in one layer only,
which also made it simpler to wound the transformer. The winding was fixed with a layer
of tape and then two layers of 6 mm rubber was put around the core. This is shown in the
right photo of Fig. 7.7. this construction was done in order to resemble the insulation for
the transmission voltage. The thickness of only 7 mm was chosen to keep the ratios be-
tween the radii similar as for the 5 MW transformer. Finally the transmission side winding
was wounded on top of the rubber insulation. The transmission side winding was made
identical to the generator side winding. In Fig. 7.8, the finished transformer is shown. The
geometry of the down scaled transformers are:
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Fig. 7.8 The finished down scaled 5.6 kW transformer.
r1 25 mm
r2 25 mm
r3 26.5 mm
r4 33 mm
r5 34.5 mm
r6 75 mm
With the geometries the resistance of the generator side and transmission side resistances
can be calculated to, Rgen = 4.1mΩ and Rtrans = 5.4mΩ respectively. The magnetiz-
ing inductance can be approximately calculated by assuming a relatively permeability of
the core material of 20000 to Lm,tr = 40mH. Even though this is a very rough figure it
indicates a high value of the magnetizing inductance.
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7.3 Measurements
7.3.1 Converter in steady-state
No-load test
Fig. 7.9 shows measurements from one module of a no-load test at rated input voltage.
In Fig. 7.9 a), the input voltage, vl, to the transformer is shown as a black line in p.u.
of the rated input voltage. The grey line shows the input current, il, magnified 10 times,
in p.u. of the rated output current. From the figure it can be noticed that the current is
almost in phase with the voltage, which means that it is almost only active power which is
transferred to the transformer, and this current corresponds to the losses. This is also seen
in Fig 7.9 b) where the input power to the transformer is shown in p.u. of the rated power
of the transformer.
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Fig. 7.9 No-load test of the down scaled 5.6 kW transformer. a) The black line shows the input
voltage, vl, to the transformer in p.u. of the rated input voltage. The grey line shows the
input current, il, magnified 10 times, in p.u. of the rated output current. b) The input
power to the transformer in p.u. of the rated power.
With the approximate magnetizing inductance calculated previously the magnetizing
current can be calculated, for this case to be 0.01 p.u peak. Due to the, in comparison
with the ”active loss current”, low magnetizing current, it can hardly be noted in plot a).
The peak flux for this case is approximately 0.5 T. The average power loss for the no-load
case is found to be 1.7 % of rated power, which is higher than the 0.9 % estimated. This
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estimation was made from data sheets for this material in a longitudinal field anneal form,
which differs from the non-anneal form used.
Load test
The load test for the converter was performed at a lower voltage, approximately 0.17
p.u. input voltage. The low input voltage was used in order to keep the derivative of
the transformer current low, so that a good reading of it could be obtained in order to
determine the leakage inductance for the transformer. In Fig. 7.10 the input voltage and
input current to the transformer is shown, as black and grey lines respectively.
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Fig. 7.10 Load test of the down scaled transformer. The black line shows the input voltage, vl, to
the transformer and the grey line shows the input current, il.
From the figure it can be seen that between 0 and 2.5 µs the voltage across the trans-
former is 0.16 p.u. and the current changes 0.36 p.u. This gives a leakage inductance of
approximately 12 µH.
Diode snubber
For this measurement, RC-snubbers are mounted over the diodes in one module, and for
the other module, the diodes are without snubber. In Fig. 7.11, the black line shows the
voltage over the diode with RC-snubber and the grey displays the diode voltage without
snubber in p.u. of rated input voltage. The input voltage was 1 p.u., the output voltage
1 p.u. and the output current were 0.5 p.u. in this measurement. From the figure it can
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be seen that for the diode without snubber, the peak voltage is 2.8 p.u. and it should be
remembered that the rating of the diode is 3.3 p.u. Due to the fact that this overvoltage
increases with the current, 0.5 p.u. current was considered too high clearly motivating the
need for using a snubber circuit. For the diode with a snubber circuit, the peak voltage is
reduced to 1.2 p.u. in this case.
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Fig. 7.11 The voltage across one diode in the diode bridge on the transmission side for an input
voltage of 1 p.u., output voltage of 1 p.u. and an output current of 0.5 p.u. For this
measurement RC-snubbers are mounted over the diodes in one module and for the other
module the diodes are without snubber. The black line shows the voltage over the diode
with an RC-snubber and the grey for the diode without snubber in p.u. of rated input
voltage.
The snubber is designed as described in [37], and with an estimate of the peak reverse
recovery current, Irr of 10 A the base values of the snubber can be calculated as
Cbase = LLeakage
[
Irr
vWT,rated
]2
≈ 7 nF (7.4)
Rbase =
vWT,rated
Irr
= 30 Ω. (7.5)
The recommended selection of snubber values are, Cs = Cbase and Rs = 1.3Rbase =
39 Ω. The implemented values are Cs = 10 nF and Rs = 55 Ω.
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7.3.2 Current controller
The step performance of the current controller is shown in Fig. 7.12. It can be noticed from
the figure that the rise time of the current is approximately 0.8 ms which corresponds well
to the theoretically ordered one of 0.7 ms. This case is for a small current step, if larger
steps are made the converter goes into voltage saturation and the increase of the current
becomes limited. When the converter goes into voltage saturation, the rise time becomes
longer then the theoretical one.
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Fig. 7.12 Step response of the current controller for a step size of 0.17 p.u. and with an input
voltage of 1 p.u. and an output voltage of 0.25 p.u. a) The rectified voltage, vr, in p.u. of
rated input voltage as black line and the transformer input current, il, as grey in p.u. b)
Inductor current as black line and the reference as grey, in p.u. of rated output current.
7.3.3 DC/DC transformer flux controller
Due to that the applied voltages during the positive and negative cycle are not perfectly
equal, it was necessary to use a flux controller with the purpose of centering the current
around 0. The bandwidth, αtr,eq, used for the flux controller was 40 rad/s and the cutoff
frequency for the low pass filter was 125 Hz. In Fig. 7.13 the transformer input current is
shown for two cases: black with the DC/DC transformer flux controller in operation and
the grey without. These measurements are performed at a low input and output voltage, 0.2
and 0.18 p.u. respectively. From the figure it can be seen that the flux controller manages
to keep the flux (transformer current), centered around zero. In this presented case, the
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equalization voltage, vtr,eq,ref , from the flux controller was around 0.2 % of the input
voltage. For the case with the flux controller disabled, it can be seen that the transformer
current has a DC-offset of approximately -0.05 p.u. The same operation conditions were
used in both the cases.
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Fig. 7.13 Transformer input current in p.u. for the case with the DC/DC transformer flux con-
troller, black line, and without, grey line. The measurements are made for an input volt-
age of 0.2 p.u. and an output voltage of 0.18 p.u.
From Fig. 7.12 a) it can be seen that the flux controller also can manage steps in the
current. The method presented in Section 5.5.2 was implemented in the experimental set-
up. From the figure, the initial limitation of the change of voltage can be observed. The
first voltage pulse after the reference step is approximately half of the second one which
is as desired.
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Conclusions
8.1 Results from present work
In this thesis aspects regarding wind park design and grid connection has been treated.
Various wind turbine systems were investigated from an energy capture point of view.
It was found that the difference in energy capture between the investigated systems was
quite small, given a specific rotor diameter, the energy capture is almost the same re-
gardless of the system used. The selection of the system to be used thus depend on other
factors.
Using these results, six different electrical configurations of wind parks were investi-
gated for the energy production cost. The investigation was done for various wind park
sizes, different transmission lengths and different average wind speeds.
It should be stressed that the energy efficiency in itself is of little importance, instead
it is the energy production cost that is the interesting quantity. The results regarding the
energy production cost for the AC wind parks was as expected. The small AC wind park
was best for short transmission distances (up to approximately 20km) and the AC/DC
wind park was best for long distances (above approximately 130km). The large AC wind
park is best in between the small AC and the AC/DC wind park. The series DC wind park
showed a good potential to be cost effective, due to the possibility to operate without a
platform. It was found that an increased investment cost of 13% can be allowed for the
series DC park before the production cost of this park is equal to that of the large AC park.
Moreover, the electrical limiting factors when wind installations are connected to the
grid were investigated. It was found that it is the line capacity and the voltage limitations
that sets the limits for the installations. However, for small wind parks using wind turbines
of fixed-speed types, care must be taken so that the flicker emission limits, which are set
by the utilities, are not exceeded. An interesting observation was found regarding the
summation of flicker from individual wind turbines: it was found that the summation
formula for flicker given in IEC 61400-21, can result in that the flicker prediction is too
low.
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The main part of the thesis dealt with the dynamic investigation of the series-connected
DC wind park concept. It was found that the proposed control strategy for the series-
connected wind turbines proved to operate the wind farm successfully in spite of large
variations in the individual turbine powers. However, the wind turbine controllers need a
control structure that can handle the operation of the turbine when the input power to the
turbines varies strongly. In order to avoid too high energy production loss, the output volt-
age rating of the wind turbine must be at least 35 % higher than the nominal output voltage
(the transmission voltage divided by the number of series-connected wind turbines).
As wind turbine unit DC/DC converters, two candidates were investigated. The Full-
bridge isolated boost converter was used in the park simulations, since it is the most
difficult one to operate in this application. The full bridge converter was chosen for a
design analysis. A down-scaled version of this converter was built and the base current
controller functions were experimentally verified.
8.2 Future Research
There are several items regarding the series DC-converter that is worthy of further inves-
tigation.
The experimental prototype should be used also to test under and over voltage limita-
tion operation.
A good idea is also to include a better model representation of the wind turbine, with
an appropriate pitch and speed controller.
The generating system should also be more looked in to. In particular, a synchronous
generator with a diode rectifier, instead of the induction machine and the IGBT rectifier,
could lead to a reduction of energy production cost. It would also be nice to build the
isolated boost converter and compare the performance with the full bridge converter.
The last item mentioned, but most certainly not the least interesting is the fault han-
dling and protection design. This is a topic that also should be studied further.
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Appendix A
Data for the implemented models
Turbine parameters Symbol Value
Turbine inertia (high speed side) J 457 kgm2
Rated speed (electrical speed) 314 rad/s
Induction machine parameters Symbol Value
Rated voltage 400 V
Rated current 3.5 kA
Stator resistance Rs 0.73 mΩ
Stator leakage inductance Lσ 56 µH
Rotor resistance RR 0.58 mΩ
Magnetizing inductance LM 0.96 mH
Pole pair number np 2
DC-link Symbol Value
DC-link capacitance Cin 30 mF
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Appendix A. Data for the implemented models
FBIB converter Symbol Value
Rated input voltage vin 0.73 kV
Rated input current iin 3.0 kA
Nominal output voltage vWT,nom 15 kV
Output capacitor Cout 70 µF
Input inductor LIB 0.25 mH
Inductor resistance RL,IB 0.5 mΩ
IGBT conduction resistance Ron,IGBT 1.1 mΩ
IGBT conduction voltage drop Von,IGBT 2 V
Diode conduction resistance Ron,diode 42 mΩ
Diode conduction voltage drop Von,diode 12 V
Snubber resistance Rsnubb 450 Ω
Snubber capacitance Csnubb 200 µF
FBIB transformer parameters Symbol Value
Rating 2 MVA
Frequency 5 kHz
Leakage inductance 0.001 p.u.
Magnetizing current 10 %
Turns ratio 10
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